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Amusement company, with Its carnival attractions, numbering some ten
shows, will be thrown open to the
public, and at 10:30 o'clock Reckless
g
Itussell will make his
leap-int- o
a six-fotank of shallow
t
platform, down
water from a
which he rides on a bicycle at breakneck speed. This feature will be
free, trie act taking place at First
street and Railroad avenue, where
the structure and tank has been built
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ELIJAH III HAS AftOUT
PLAYED COMPLETELY OUT
Chicann. Sent 17. John Aletnnilftr
l)owie, woo according to general bent f ki Zion City Is in an extremely
HUNDREDS OF VISITORS ALREADY IN THE CITY low
condition of health, yesterday anGOVERNOR H. J. HAGERMAN,
nounced tii at he would preach his farewell sermon next Sunday, at Shilo
Opened the Twenty-sixtAnnual
.louse. Immediately after the sermon Who
Territorial Fair.
he will leave for Mexico, If his phyAttend Conventions and See Sights of Great Fair
sical condition will permit. It Is not
The Mounted Escort Governor Hagerman's Speech
exacted that he will ever return to
fcion City. He advised his followers
Interesting
Events.
Other
to remain away from the polls at the
election of a general overseer tomorAND
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clare 26th Annual Territorial
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ANNUAL TERRITORIAL FAIR

GOVERNOR HAGERNIAH DELIVERS

Veranda-Gre-

SEPTEMBER 17, 1900.
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Annual
'
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Following is the official program for tomorrow, the second day
of the fair:
Tuesday, September 18 Surburg'a Grain Plug Cut Tobacco Day.
Down Town.
Convention, called at EIks' Opera house.
10 a. m. Wool Growers'
10 a. m. Western Amusement Company Carnival tn the streets.
Fair Grounds.
1:30 p. in. Base ball at the Fair Grounds.
2 p. m.
Harness races; Surburg's Grain Plug Cut Tobacco Stake.
2:17 pace for $1,000.
Running races.
3 p. m.
4 p. m. Indian races.
4:30 p. m. Balloon race between Professor King, 9ts wife and a
monkey, the three of them cutting loose with parachutes at the same
time.
Down Town.
7 p. m.
Indian dance cn the streets.
7:30 p. m. Carnival attractions.
n m. Retail Merchants' Association, Commercial Club.
8 p. m.
Good Roads Convention called at the Commercial Club.
Free.
10:30 p. m. Keckloss Kiisseu ana ius nigu aiviug

The opening day of the twenty-sixtannual territorial fair dawned clear
and brieht this morning, with hun
dreds of visitors from all ever the territory already in the city, having arrived from all directions on the night
and early morning trains. The largest
first-da- y
gathering of visitors that was
ever present at an opening of a territorial fair in this city for the past
years was on hand today
twenty-fivwhen Governor Herbert J. Hagerman
delivered his address at the Alvarado
hAtel this afternoon, which feature
marked the formal opening of what
promises to be the most successful fair
ever held in Albuquerque. These many
early visitors were brought here by
the several conventions which opened
their sessions this morning and for
the conventions that will be held here
tomorrow.
During the morning hours the 200 or
more peopie with the Western Amusement company, wuich will furnish the
carnival and street attractions during
the week, wtre busily engaged In
erecting their various tents and stands
for the big opening of the street carnival tonight. Railroad avenue, which,
during fair week, will be "The Pike,"
was crowded all day with these amusement makers and concessionaires,
and, with .ne many delegates to the
various conventions held today, hurrying to their respective meeting places,
in conjunction with the gaily decorated business houses, presented a
scene both beautiful and animated.
At 1:3" o'clock Governor Hagerman
stepped on the veranua of the Alvarado hotel, and amidst the applause of
hundreds who had gathered to witness
the opeuing tvem of fair week, be- -gan his sj eech, which marked the foran- nial opening of the twenty-sixt-

COUNTY

M.

CONVENTION

A. ROSS SUES CLARK M. CARR
AND ZUNI LUMBER COMPANY FOR $6,700.

Met Today

Very little was accomplished iu the
Second district court this morning.
The work of impaneling the United
States grand and petit Juries was
commenced, but owing to the original
venires being insufficient neither Jury
was completed and an adjournment
was taken till 10:30 tomorrow morning, when special venires gotten out
thts morning are to report. These
Juries will then be Bet to work.
The territorial court was called to
order and then adjourned until September 24. when the territorial Juries
are to report.
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Road Willing to Arbitrate and This Government To Look After Russia Does Not Get Any Better Minneapolis "and . Newark Under
Strike Probably Not Last But
British Interests in Cuba Far
Rush Orders to Get Ready For :
of Her Reign of Anarchy.
Few Days Longer.
Sea at Moment's Notice.
As May Be Possible.
Blood and Terror.

have taken hold of it with the deter- M. A. Ross, a timber expert, lias
minatkn tuat U must be a success, in brought suit, in McKinley county
sitspite of a somewhat embarrassing
against Clark M. Carr and the Zuni
uation, which handicapped you at the Mountain Lumber company, to recovbeginning. You nave selected the best er $6,700. which he alleges is due
possible man wno cou.d be found for him as a 5 per cent commission on
your president. With nim to guiae In $135,OuO, a price which he further ala good cause there cannot be failure. leges he sold the holdings of the deAnd this is a good cause, for it con- fendants in the Zuni mountains for.
tributes nict only to .ue advancement
The plaintiff further alleges that
and welfare or your own city, but of the defendants offered to settle with
the whole territory.
him for $2,000.. to avoid a lawsuit,
There is a time for everything. and that when he agreed to accept
mere is a ume ior poiiues, a ume ior tnls anlount the 8aid Clark would
business, a time ior gne- - anu a uuie S,V(? hjm 1)Ut jl0oo
for Joy. Letthe next five days be a, Q N Marron' appears as attorney
time tor goejd. healthy enjoyment and, f
he plalntiffof foretfulness of the annoying de-tails that destroy men's digestion and
injure their disposition. There is a
great deal here to amuse us and a SECRETARY ROOT
great deal to Instruct us, and I know
we will all go away at the end of
the week feeling mucn better acquaint- A FINE IMPRESSION
d with one another than when we
came here, and greatly refreshed by
the good time we are all going to

Niagara Fulls, N. Y., Sept. 17. The
New York, Sept. 17. The commisHavana, Sept. 17. Word has Just
.Mexico, City, 3ept. 17. Mexico celfourteenth annual convention of the sion appointed by the secretary of the ebrated independence day yesterday reached here of the fighting In SanUnited Brotherhood of Carpenters and treasury, secretary of commerce and with elaborate fiestas in all the large tiago province. Four hundred rebels
Joiners of America opened here this labor and secretary of agriculture to cities. The most notable feature was under Colonel Dubois met a party pi
morning at the auditorium
for the unstinted friendship displayed to- rural guardsmen at Lamay. The seof the formulate rules and regulations
Natural Food company with a large the enforcement of the pure food law ward Americans. At Cananea, where quel ot the engagement Is not known.
attendance, representing every state will begin Us public hearing here this It had been rumored an
The insurgent leaders, Campos, Mar-que- te
and territory. The convention was afternoou. All persons who Intended outbreak was plotted, the Americans
and Carillo, have withdrawn
and
opened by President W. 1). Huber, to appear before the commission were and Mexicans marched In perfect their forces from Guanamajay,
suspension of hoswho delivered his annual message and required to scnd In their notices to harmony.
a
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to
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f
introduced the mayor of the city, who the commission beforehand, so as to
tilities pending peace negotiations.
leaders also are
welcomed the delegates. Several re enable the commission to arrange the WHOLE REPUBLIC WAS
Other insurgent
sponses were made and then the con program for the public hearings. It
DEVOID OF DISTURBANCE agreeing to a suspension of hostilities.
A violent explosion occurred here
vention took a recess to continue its is expected that the commission will
Washington, Sept. 17. Consul Gensession In the afternoon. The con- - gather important material from these eral Hanna telegraphed the state de- this morning, wrecking two buildings.
vention is of great Importance and hearings
and will Incorporate the partment from Monterey, Mexico, Six persons were killed and many
will continue in session until October most valuable suggestions In the regu- - stating that the celebration
of the wounded. The explosion is thought
Slany prominent labor leaders will lations, which will be ready for pub Mexico
by to have been the work of Incendiarwas
attended
holiday
attend the sessions of the brother Ileal Ion by October 1. A similar hear thousands of Mexicans, Americans ism. vSome alcohol was in storage In
hood and will deliver addresses on ing began today at the department of and foreigners. It was as usual very one of the buildings damaged, but the
beproagriculture in Washington.
An Interesting
vital subjects.
orderly in Monterey and In Bplte of force of the explosion causes the
gram has been prepared. The condiThe commission consists ot Dr. H. reports previously published In many lief that a deliberate use of dynamite
tions of the trade will form the most W. Wllty. of the department of agri- papers of the United States that was made.
"TisTgreat pleasure to welcc., e.on
important subject of discussion. An culture; S. N. I). North, director of Monterey was the seat of revolution,
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would like to ask one question, and that Is, 'How dors he do it?'

TDE EVENING CITIZEN
toUlM

Wtkly ty

Salty

The Citizen Publishing Company

perTo see Yuma's slxtern-niiniilformance alone Is worth the price of
admission."
Miss Dolline Code, assisted by Robert Warwick and company, will be
seen In a very pretty one-aplaylet,
from the pen of Oscar Wilde. His
reputation as a writer guarantees a
half hour of genuine amusement.
Bessie Crawford, the music maid. Is
a beauty and an artist. Albuquerque
will differ greatly from other cities if
beautiful Bessie Crawford does not
win the hearts of the male population
and the admiration of her own sex.
The Carl brothers are uproariously
funny; to say more about them would
be the superlative brag of a press
agent. Joe Wlnshel, the illustrated
singer, with his sweet voice will sing
the ballad success of the season. "Try
ing So Hard to Forget You." Twenty
beautiful slides are carried by Mr,
Wlnshel for this song.
The yumascope and the ki.iodrome
will show the very latest moving pictures, among them being "The Ballet
uancer." This film Is the latest Eu
ropean importation and will be seen In
like-lik- e
colors. For the second night
of the Yuma Athenaaum company's
engagement an entirely different pro
gram Is promised, with the exceotion
of the Yuma act, as you would want
to see Yuma again and again.
ct
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Colorado IS

H'SAPOIER
ANGORA GOAT

CHANCES FOR BOYS TO

C, MAKE

A

Health Insurance in its
Cheapest Form

tirt.

Association.

WANTED.
room girl. Apply at
Pining
.

WANTED
..... I
I
11
xioiei
vAriumnus
WANTED Canvasser and solicitor
ei once. Adores j. a. mis omce
vVANTcD
A good girl
for general
work. Apply 1115 North Arno street.
WANTEi Cook, married or single
woman; must be first class. Inquire
T

Sold

bytbt

HIGHLAND

PHARMACY

at this

205 East Railroad Ave.

ALVARADO

PHARMACY

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

S1.50

Painless Extracting
WORK

$8

z

GUAR

ABSOLUTELY

ANTEED.

Owners of Angora goats who

con-

template exhibiting their animals at
any of the fairs this fall will be interested to know that the American

Angora Goat Breeders' association offers a special award to the successful exhibitor of the best group or
flock of Angora goats exhibited at any
of the state, county and other fairs.
The American Angora Goat Breeders' association was organized in 1900
and maintains the only record of
thoroughbred Angora goats In America. It Is the national organization
representing and championing this
breed of livestock In the United
States. It has 500 members, representing nearly every state ana territory, and has over 68,000 animals
Tecordea on its pedigree register.
It is the purpost) of tbe association
to encourage the breeding of Angora
goats, to Improve and perfect the
reed and to protect and promote the
interests of this breed of livestock.
The association obtains and diffuses information regarding the history, character, care and handling of
Angora goats; it holds a nation!
competitive exhibit of animus annually at Kansas City at which liberal
'premiums are provided, and also patronizes and supports other Angora
goat exhibits throughout the country
to the encouragement and benefit of
the Angora goat breeders of the
United States. The headquarters of
the association are at Kansas City,
Mo., though the resident office of the
secretary, John M. Fulton, is at Helena, Mont.
Angora husbandry is now a subject of general Interest throughout
the entire country, and especially bo
.among owners of waste brushy land,
as Angora goals, being natural
browsers, are very successful In
clearing and reclaiming such tracts.
The poorer pastures and range
lands
Inexpensive
are
locations
well adapated to Angora goat raising,
and for this reason Angoras are quite
aptly styled "the poor man's friend."
Much interesting literature on Angora husbandry is now available. A
list of the various publications and
free bulletins on this subject may be
had by addressing the secretary of
the association.

Wi

THE

MYSTERY

AT ELKS' THEATER
THE YUMA ATHENAEUM

COMPA-

NY, WITH HIGH CLASS VAUDEVILLE SHOW. TO OPEN
SEASON
24 AND 25.

L

Monday and Tuesday, September 24
25, are the dates set for the open-lu- g
of the coming theatrical season,
and Manager Matson has been

and

very-caref-

with the selection of the opening attraction. There wil be no blood
and thunder on these dates. The very
best vaudeville company traveling,
the Yuma Athenaeum company, has
been booked.
The Puma Athaenum
company is headed by the world's
greatest sensation, Yuma, the Mystery, and Is supported by a company
of seven big
acts, every one of
which has a right to claim a headline
position on any program.
Yuma originally comes from Europe, where the act had a very long
season at the
hippodrome.
J hiring
engagement
this
Messrs.
Thompson and Dundy, managers of
the New York City hippodrome, saw
Yunni,
engaged
and immediately
Yuma as the feature attraction for a
season of sixteen weeks. To say that
Yumu was the talk of all New York is
puttin git mildly. Thousands left the
palace of amusement daily asking:
"What is Yuma?'' and mill tne mystery is unsolved.
Yuma is 7 feet 1 inch In height.
Yuma's weight is 2.2 pounds, and all
this is in a box measuring K inches
high, 14 inches wide ami 'VI inches
long. In other words, tliu box is
bardly big enough to hold an average
sized boy, and still this wonderful
Yuma gets in. in a German soldier's
uniform, inclndin ga big helmet, etc.
Among the very many flattering
press notices Yuma has
ived tn'
New York Herald say.:
"Yuma, the mystery, is Ui.- ;riat-'s- t
sonsatloiial uoveiity t ver seen
Yuma must be seen to be appreciated.
j
it is Uiu
If Yuma is a mechanical
greatest invention of the awe. If it is
a'l-sta- r

rt
! .

r

-

GOOD ROADS CON
VENTION
EVENING

AT

IMPORTANT

TOMORROW

8 O'CLOCK

MOST
TO

SUBJECTS

BE DISCUSSED.

The good roads convention will be
held tomorrow, Tuesday, evening at 8
o'clock. In the long run this Is one

of the most important subjects before
the people; and everyone Interest In
the territory should be present and
take part. Hon. L. Bradford Prince
will preside. Governor Hagerman will
make a brief address,. and Col. R. E.
Twitchell will speak at length, as hl9
subject is a special hobby with him.
A number of others will
be heard
from, and there will be a free forum
for all who are Interested and have
ideas to present. Superintendent Trel-forof the territorial penitentiary,
who Is doing such good work on the
"Scenic Highway," is expected to be
present.

AFTER A MAN WITH
A

Iph
Under Sheriff Lewis Kreet-eTrinidad. Colorado for riavtnn. N M
in an effort to secure the custody of
Bob Mc.Mannus, who Is being held in
jail at that place on tne charge of
cattle stealing, says the Trinidad Ad
vertiser. Mc.Mannus is wanted in this
county on a charge of alleged horse
stealing, the complaint being sworn
to by Lon Meredith, a well known
stock man. Mc.Mannus came into con
siderable notoriety here when he was
arrested charged with being Implicated
in the murder of Sheriff Ed Farr, of
Walstnhurg, during a fight with
"Black Jack" and his band of train
roblTS. which nrrurrrl cuvftrnl vhbth
ago. It is believed that Mc.Mannus
is the lat remaining member nf the
'Black Jack" gang that terrorized
xnis section some fifteen years ago.
Nothing, however, could ever be proved against Mc.Minnus.
He waa also
tried at Las Vegas in the federal court
on the churge of being implicated In
tne roooery or the p stofflce and store
at Smlthville. N. M., but was acquitted.
Meredith c laims to have a strong case
r

again!

B.

F. COPP.

ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.

a dressing for sores, bruises and
burns, Chamberlain's Salve Is all that
As

can be desired. It is soothing and
healing in its effect. Price 25 cents.
For sale by all druggists. .
NOTICE
'

FOR PUBLICATION.

Holding Claim.

Small

(No. 701.)

Department of tne Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
August 25, 1306.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing-nameclaimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support or nis claim under sections
16 and 17 of the act of March 3. 1891
(26 Stats., 854). as amended by the
act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before
the United States court
commissioner
at Albuquerque, N.
M.,
6,
on October
1906,
viz.:
Manuel E. Chavez,
administrator of the estate of Antonio Jose
Chavez, deceased, for the small holding claim No. 701, Sec. 25, Twp. 7 N.,
R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverae
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, vu:
Juan Apodaca. Valencia, N. M.;
Benito Armljo, Valencia, N. M.;
Sanchez, Peralta, N. M.; Mell-to- n
S. Otero, Peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against tbe allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior department why eucn
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
that submitted bv claimant.
... OTERO,
t MANUEL
Register.
d

o

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

e

STOPS ANY ITCHING.

BAD

.Mc.Mannus.

"To Cure A Felon,"
says Sam Kendall, of l'hilllpsburg.
Kan., "just cover it over with Buck-len- s
Arnica Salve and the Salve will
do the rest."
Quickest cure for
Burns, Sores, Scalds. Wounds, Piles.
Eczema, Salt Rheum, Chapped Hands
Sore Feet and Sore Eyes. Only 25c
at all druggists.

I

Doan's Ointment Cures Eczema and
Itching Pile Albuquerque People
Recommend It.
One application of Doan's Ointment
stops any itching. Short treatment
cures eczema, itching piles, salt rheum
any skin eruption or skin Itching. It
is the cheapest remedy to use, because so little of It is required to
br.'ng relief and. a cure. Here Is Albuquerque testimony to prove it:
Mrs. R. E. White, rooming house,
202 North Second street, says: "Therg
came to my notice some time ago a
case of eczema or of some disease ot
the skin, which had resisted all the
efforts of the party to stop. Doan's
Ointment was procured at a drug
store and a course ot the treatment
commenced. It gave positive relief,
after an application or two, and upon
a continuation of It for some time, tbe
annoyance ceased. This Information
should be of untold value to residents
of Albuquerque who are in quest of an
article upon which they can depend
to cure any Itchiness of the skin or
eruption thereof."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MllburCo., Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
56
take no other.
n

office.

WANTED Help furnished and em
ployment of all kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Abraham's Employment Agency, F.
L. Colburn, proprietor,
109 West
Silver avenue. Auto, phone 270.
A man to do road work.
vVANTEu
Good salary. Apply at once. 216ft
South becond street.
WANTED Clerk for general mer
chandise store; must speak Span
rsa with good recommendation. Ad
dress 8., this office.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-han- d
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Sena address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
FOR RENT.
FOR REN f Pleasant! front rooms for
housekeeping.
Rent reasonable
Close In. Corner of Sixth street and
Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT Saloon in good location
in city; fixtures and everything
ready for business. Apply to Con
solidated liquor to.
OR RENT Newly turnlsiied rooms
witn aoubie Dea, rair week, at reasonable rates. Minneapolis house,
dz soutn second nreet
t'UK RENT Four-roohouse, north
inn street, near electric cars. Inquire W. W. McClellan, 723 North
Fourth street.
FOR REM T Apartments
ia FaF
view terrace,
eight rooms each;
steam heated, and all other modern
conveniences. H. H. Tllton, room 19,
Grant Block.
FOR RENT One
house.
pacific; 2 rooms, 514 South Broadway, iurnished or unfurnished, and
modern furnished rooms, upstairs,
502 South Second street.
FOR RENT Cottages and cottage
flats, one to five rooms. Very nicely furnished, pianos, etc., to suit
tenants. Mrs. Norris, No. 110 East
Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.

JfCRjBALE.

ALBUQUERQUE

1

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

ALLOWED

ON

SAYINGS

DEPOSITS

MONEY to LOAN
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, none,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain in
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of tbe world.-Room8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Are.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evening.

With Ample Means and

1 tilt Emk
Av

UnsurpJd

S

Facilitie

Q)iaiE95e9 g$

mm

s

REAL ESTATE
WATCH THIS.

REAL
Corner

Lot on South Walter,
Location, $350.00.

Lota and Improved Property
Parts of the City.

Extends to Depositor. Every Proper
Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

REAL

&

OFFICERS AND DEtECTORS
Solomon Luna, Presloent; W. 8. Strlckler, V.
P. and Cashier- - W
moa -,-ua A- - M Black-wel-l.
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Crotawell.

ESTATE

AND

t

Good

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

in All

AUKHtVBRQUa,

BASHINSKY

205 West Gold

Solicits

WfllTJsT"

PORTERFIELD CO.
110 West Gold Ave.

BACON

and

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA
A SANTA FE RY.

ESTATE.

N.

ML

iTnnna
h. w. njamataw

JOflTTTT A

-

i

""

LOANS

Auto Phone 578

PROFESSIONAL

AaOort d OhaftsJ
PaM Vp OfriUl, tarsias

CARDS

LAWYERS.

! PmAbs
TtfMks,

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 P street
im. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveat.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Brvan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albnnuer- que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

E. W. Dobson.
FOR SALE City lots and" houses
ATTOHVFTY AT l . iw nmn
cheap, for cash or payments.
vu..., w
well block, Albuquerque, N. M. viutv
FOR SALE Fire wood at the StT-perlor Lumber and Planing Mill Co.
PENTISTS.
FOR SALE Roosevelt house; sixteen
DR.
J. E. KRAFT,
rooms, furnisned. $800, if taken at
nnsl C iim.n.
once.
Rooms IS and Ifi C,rnnt hlnck. over
FOR SALE Fine driving mare; also tne uoiden nuie Dry Goods company.
second-han- d
surrey. 1123 Tlgeras Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Road.
FOR-SAA dairy of T2"good"jer
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
Bey cows.
No. 306 Railrrfid avenue.
Apply at 1115 Norto
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:J p. m.; 1:30
Arno street.
fK)R SALE '
A handsome Hardman p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462.
made by mall.
piano, in fine condition and almost
new, at a bargain.
For particu
PHYSICIANS.
lars, can at tnis omce
DR. R. L. HUST.
FOR sALE My general store. Rare
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
cnance ror someone to secure an
Tuberculosis treated with
established business.
Address
Electrical
Current and
M., PtietilltOS, N. M.
Treatments given each
bOR SALL Improved poultry ranch, Germicide.
p.
day
m.. Trained
from 8 a. m. to 4
near in. Price, $3,800. Inquire at
the Molltor Poultry ranch, Southern nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
avenue, near railroad traok.
UNDERTAKER.
FOR SALE Texas Carlsbad Mineral Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
water. Sold by the grocers and drug
BORDERS.
gists. Sam p. a and testimonials at Commercial A. Club
Building. Black
lie West Coal avenue. W. V.
and White Hearse, $5.
sole agent.
ARCHITECTS.
FO RSALEA v;ellstabl I shTdgen-era- l
merchandise store, doing good
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-ford- .
business, in good country town;
,
Rooms
Barnett building,
g?od reasons for selling;
store Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
building and dwelling for rent or
CIVIL ENGINEER.
sale. p. O. box 218.
FOR SALE One Buffalo icale, 1
J. R. Farwell.
marble counter, 1 ice box, capacity
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
1 ton, 1 ice machine, 6 horse power
NOTARY PUBLIC.
engine, 1
power boiler, 2
steam water pumps, 1 Buffalo meat
K. D. Maddlson.
Thos.
chopper, 1 bone grinder, 1 sausage
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 West
stuffer, racks and hooks, at Tony
Gold avenue.
MIchelhach'B, Old Town.
RODERICK STOVErt, E. E.
FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty-fou- r Electrical
and Mechanical Engineer.
rooms,
all newly furnished,
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
painted and papered. The best paygasoline
engines a specialty.
Gas
and
ing property la Albuquerque).
Any
Railroad avenue. Autooffer acceptable. Call or address C. 906 West
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House, matic 'phone, 179.
Albuquerque, N. M.
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
FOR SALEGeneral
merchandise
business on the El Paso and SouthH. R. WHITING,
western In eastern New Mexico. No. 119 South Second Street, First
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine opNational Bank building.
portunity for right party. Can exAlbuquerque, N. M.
plain good reason for selling. LoExaminer and abstracter of land
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Ad- titles, including those of Spanish and
dress Inquiries to this pa.per.
Mexican origin.
--

ttaaU

r

JUftway Oosapaay

ST A TE NA TIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL,
$100,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the Wond

We Want Your

LE

Banking Business

DIRECTORS

O. N. Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
D. H. cams. J. A. Weinman. F. H. (strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

6--

y

e,

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

46-47-

se

BJUS'1.ESSCHANCES.
The Laxative effect of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets Is MONEY FURNISHED ONBONDS
and
stocks issues, in high proposiso agreeable and so natural you can
tions. Loans and charters secured,
hardly realize that it Is produced by
will take interest in new corporaa medicine. These tablets alsj cure
tion. First National Bond Co., Recindigestion and biliousness. Price 25
tor Building. Chicago.
cents. Samples froe at all druggists.
LOST.
LOST A iiockubooK, between South
Arno and ihe alloy of Kleinwort's
--CURES
butcher shop. Finder pieaso leave
at ti.is i ttice. and receive reward.
Pain From a Burn Promptly Relieved
By Chamberlain's Pain Balm.
A little child of Michael Strauss of
The first outward sign of Contagious Blood Poison is a small sore or
Vernon,
Conn., was recently in great
blister. As the poisonous virus becomes more firmly entrenched in the blood
a red eruption appears on the body, the mouth and throat ulcerate, tbe hair pain from a burn on the hand, and as
applications
cold
only increased the
begins to come out, glands in the neck and groin swell, copper colored spots
inflammation. Mr. Strauss came to Mr.
appear on the breast, back, etc., and the unfortunate victim finds himself Janus
N. Nichols, a local merchant,
diseased from head to foot. Mercury and jnitash do not cure Contagious tor something
stop the pain. Mr.
ti advised
Blood Poison ; they shut the disease up in the system and remove the out- Nichols says: "1
him to use
ward symptoms for awhile, but when the treatment is left off the trouble Chamberlain's Pln Balm, and the
returns. Then the system leing weakened from the action of these strong first application drew out the Inflamminetals the disease makes more rapid headway than before. S. S. S. is the mation and gave Immediate relief. I
antidote for Contagious Blood Poison. It cures petuianently and certainly have used this liuluient myself and
by going down into the blood and removing every vestige of the virus. It rccommtud it very often for cuts,
is free from all minerals, and while purifying the blood it builds up the entire burns, s: rains and lame back and have
Known it to disappoint."
For
System by its fine tonic effects. S. S. S. destroys every particle of the poison never
and removes all danger of transmitting it to others. S. S. S. cures Con- sale by all druggist.
tagious H'.ood Poison because it is a perfect blood purifier.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
Book with
iuatructitus lor self treatment and any medical advice free.
BREAD and take no other.
THE S WIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA j CA
Try a Cu.zen wan', advertisement.

BLOOD POISON

-

,

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

man wk should be working for yonT
irouid gladly lend you money
man
n.nn ttba mould like to buy your horst?
man who would buy an Interest In your buslnwsf
man who would buy that lot of ground?
man who would buy your old bicycle t

3 for 10c

5c

-

ine lairr
Well, right hOTA la fha rhnno nf
your lifetime to net nun on that n
can see
who lf fehow from atari
to nnisn.
Register vour namo with fha
t.
Washburn comnanv n.nrl the namo nf
jour og, ir you nave
doe. If vou
haven't- a doe. uorrm
nna
ant roiHa.
1 n "
ier mm. men all that Is necessarv
for you and the doe in An la In moot
the other boys and their dogs at E.
Li.
wasnourn comnanv'a Hnthlne
store Thursday morning and enter the
1'ojnut-- .
Aiier me paraae eacn, boy
wll) be presented with a tlrkot tnr
me fair.
The first 100 nimn ropl!roH mi i
be entitled to entry, so register your
iiime ana tne name of your dog at
onre. it would be better If you registered cany this morning.
Remember a dog is necessary. If
you have no dog, borrow one.
A nrizp of nno ilnllnr on.h
10
given t the hoy with the largest dog,
the smallest dog and the best marching dog.

111

Citizen Want Ads Furnish you
with names and addresses
of people who are
"Neccessary to You Prosperity

c

A Special Award to Be Given
By the Goat Breeders"

17, 1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

II

1

&f)0
For Invalids
Tourist and
School Chlldrun

ALL

Boys, do you want a free

the
the
the
the
the
tbe

II

,

DO YOU WANT THE.
NAME. AND ADDRESS
of
of
of
of
of
of

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

L.
WASHBURN
COMPANY
WANTS 100 BOY8 QUICK TO
TAKE PART iri SPECTACULAR
FAIR FEATURE FUN AND RE

'

I

Aseptic Paper
Drinking Cups

GREAT

BIG HIT
E.

I

First Si. and Cold Avtbuo

WARD IN IT.

EXHIBITORS

at.riE.MBER

a man we

MERCHANT

s,

PILLS

PENNYROYAL

uvrt'ooine WMkiirw, Irit'tru
lurtt v Him uiulii(ti,jiit'rt-tt'irur
" I'ltltlS t'f lilt tinlru- Utl lit tit
In it
ait-lie Huvrrs"
uiiluiaf Je
luirirUatlit ul Miiitu.Q.
orvnti" and IkhIV. No
v.'liin
kiii'Mii n ii.Kly ftr otmn viUm
tit
IhrNi. t'llll.ot to II irilt-l- lli
V. num- a
bus
Th

tr

K0T1 CHEMICAL

FOR SALE BY

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
THE QUESTION IS THE PLUMBER
not the value of plumbing. Our work
is warmly commended by those who
have had the most difficult and Intricate jobs to be done, proof positive of
our knowledge, skill, carefulness, conMay
scientiousness.
we
have the
pleasure of classing you with our
Estinfates cheerfully given
on all kinds of plumbing work.
We carry the finest line of garden
hose In the city.
s?

Standard Plumbing and Heating Co.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.

My merchant tailoring shop Is upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have had fifteen years' experience in the business. Suits made
in order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI
Stop at Moon Studio and see our
moulding purni w stock of picture
chased by Mr. N. L. Kemmerer. We
do only flrs' class work In framing.

Jfe&v'

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.

MOTT'S

i

,

ANN

CO

4:

SON.

Colo., Red 284.

aoaaaaaaaaaaa
L. S. PUTNEY

ESTABLISHED

"OLD RELIABLE"

1873.

"

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries tbe Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in tbe Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

aoaoaooaoaoaoaoaooaso
J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, loo..8 best, wears the
measure.
longest, most economical;
BUILLUNu PAPER Always in stock. Piaster, Lime, Cement, Paint.
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHERMAN WILLIAMS

0
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LOSES HIS LIFE
BEFORE FAIR VISITORS

ONLY $25,00 TO $ J 50.00 PER LOT

John Martin, a Switchman.
Meets Horrible Death

ME 0UH

Last Night.
BRAINS ARE

CRUSHED

OUT

Falls Between Baggage and Mall
Car and Has Head Crushed
to a Jellv
While many visitors to the Aibu
querque fair looked on John Martin,
a switchman In the local Santa Fe
yards, Tiad his life crushed cut this
morning at 12:10 by (setting his head
caught between the bunpers 01 a

Torrance, 2.324: acres by county:
Roosevelt. 25 623: Chaves, 44,682;
Bddy, 64, bit); Guadalupe, none: Lincoln. 4,794; Otero. 876; T:rrance, 640.
Fiscal homestead entries for said
counties: 128; total acreage, 18.542;
numlvec of commuted homestead en
and hmrirnjra
The first section of No. 7. from the tries for said counties, 133; total acresaid
20,587;
for
alage.
homestead
entries
wum
ana
had lust arrived
east
,
list, uuicako u o;
v","u'a " k.j" ' nai stnnnen
n
ail- - VA.
T, iromj iuni I couuuea.
i. i in.
fha arrival of the dy. 48.759: Guadalupe, none; Lincoln.
witinr
.
occurred. 200 : Otero, none: Torrance, none,
'n- - th .rident
A rrv
horror went up inoiu vuoi r isum uesen. iivuu t;uwi"
. iho. realized, tne nature ui counties. 38 toiai acreage, o.oio; mm'
Martin's bodyleral enterles for said counties. 2; de- t.fi n
hotmpen the cars. Several claratory statement coal entries, 14;
trainmen rushed forward but Martin total acreage, 1,000
Had when picked up. his brains
having been crushed out and his head
REVOLUTIONIST STORIES
moahtwl to a jelly.
Th mail car of a soutnoouud train
was being backed up against a baggage
DOING MUCH DAMAGE
car on No. 7. Martin nad cuuiDea i"
tne
car
to
make
mall
of
the
the buffer
cmnlin. Just how the accident oc
of
none
the witnesses could tell
curred,
All the fighting In the Mexican rev
but lust as the two cars were cuuuus olution which has created such a sen
together. Martin leaned forward to satlon recently, appears to have been
mik the connection and lost his foot on this side of the line and confined
ing, falling between the cars, wnicn
the bombastic eloquence of the
ram. toeether lust as his head was to
of the movement at their
on a line wlttt tne TWO aieei Duuers leaders
Aris., meeting, according to
Douglas,
man
s
head
catchlna- the unfortunate
M. King, who has returned
Prank
crusmng
on
out
hetwen them and
from Cananea.
lif In a twinkling.
"I talked with Colonel Kosterllzsky,
groundi
As his limp form shot
. . to the .
.
it
of the rurales, and a cep
commander
puucu
sprang
mm
ana
to
a trainman
General Torres, who Is
of
resentatlve
A
wheels.
away
from the
the body
city. They Inform me
now
of
the
out
and
Immediately
notified
coroner was
not the slightest fear,
have
thev
that
un
Strong
s
body
was removed to
the
An inquest as there Is not an armed revolutionist
dertaking establishment.
was held this morning woen u aevei in Cananea. 'Why,' said Colonel Kosrevolu
'twenty
thousand
terlizsky,
accian
was
to
due
oped that death
1
dent, no one being held responsible by tionists could not take Cananea tha
Is
not
to,
there
they
and
wanted
iury
the coroner's
to.'
Th unfortunate victim tot the acci least likelihood that they want keeps
"If this malicious falsifying
dent was married and resided on south
First street, south of the Santa te ud there will be trouble, tc be sure
shops. He came here about four Already Its effect upon trade has been
months ago from Topeka, Kan., and noticeable. American mining men re
has been employed as a switchman port a stringency in stock sales, and
ever since. Only the wife survives development will be retared for years
him. The funeral arrangements have to come If these canards are persisted
In. American capital has opened the
not yet been completed.
treat mineral wealth of northern
Mexico, and the Mexicans are aesir
MAN
YOUNG
ALBUQUERQUE
ouh that tne ureal worn snouia De
kept up."
WEDS DENVER LADY
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MANUFACTURER
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Wines, Liquors & Cigars
We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete

YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,

W. H. McBRAER'S
CEDAR BROOK,

LOUI8 HUNTER,
T. J. MONARCH,
And other standard brands of whickiea
too numerous to m . tlon.

Partition Tile
Hollow Block

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS

Sewer Pipe
Wall Coping

But aell the atraight article as received by us from the beet TTlnerlea,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect oar
Stock end Prices, or write (or Illustrated Catalogue and Price LUL
issued to dealers only.

L:uls A. McRea of Magdalena is in
the city and will remain until after
the big fair. He stated this afternoon a
that the "Indian scare, in the Magda-lennelghborhoood, was nothing more
nor less than the scare of a cowboy
over the discovery of mcccasin foot- pronts, which he considered were
tnlevlng Navajo Indians. The cowboy
Opening of the Season
had, It Is true, lost a norse or two,
and he conceived tne idea, wnen out
moclooking for the horses and seeing
casin fcotprlnts, that the horses had Monday and Tuesday. Sept. 24-2been stolen by Indians.

All visitors to the city are cordially
invited to call at our store;we
are dealers in

First and Marqoette

tK00

AS A SPECIAL

i

Drugs, Stationery

Sept. 20, 1906.

1

HENRY WIEGOLDi

Detroit Jewel Ga Range No. 32-1Terms, $9 cash and 14 a
month for four months,
Detroit Jewel Gaa Range, No. 25-1$22.50.
Term, S5 cash and $3.50 a
month for five months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each p jchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's suoecrip-uo- n
to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th,

Jewelry and
Optical Goods

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

We handle fine goods in all lines, and
guarantee you full value for your money.
If you need glasses call on our Mr. S. T.
Vann; appointments can be made in
the store.

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. 8. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

The bout will be decided by the
best two in three falls; the first1
Graeco-Roman- ,
the second catch-as-catch-can- ,
and toss for choice in the'
third.
The first Opportunity ever accorded
Albuquerque people to see professional wrestlers on the mat, and
opportunity to s'e two cf the best of
thfir weight in the country.
Ticket on sale i t (). A. Matson's
i.i.ok stoi,. Tuesday nm. nuii;.
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Los Angeles, Calif.

Your friendship and patronage is appreciated. Courtesy
gueats Is a pleasure to us.
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LOCATION

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Loe Angeles.
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DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.
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Attention, Fair Visitors!
Japanese and Chinese Chinaware and Handkerchiefs

MEXICAN DRAWN WORK
AND INDIAN CURIOSITIES
NO.

and attention to

HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

Corner Gold Avenue and Second Street

Silk and Linen Shirt
Waist Patterns

TO

HOLLENBECK HOTEL

,

BAUMAN

INDUCEMENT

$21.00.

House,

Thursday Evening,

Alfeaqoetqae, New Mexico

to those who are anxious to hava a
gas ranga, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.

i

7 BIG ACTS 7

Starving to Death.
Because her stomach was 6i weakened by useless drugging that she
not eat. Mrs. Mary H. Walcould
ters, of St. Clair St., Columbus, O.,
was literally starving to death. She
"My stomach was so weak
writes:
1)W, fidtil ami wirii"' it y
i;.:ik-from useless drugging that I could
i "it isn't siiuioih and tr insj.::r.'ti( as
"f not eat, an I my nerves so wrecked
'
that. I could not sleep; and not be-- !
N' MA1'
w ml'l like it to lc, u c 11 V'
fore I was Riven up to die was I iu- -;
X' U.I.V UAI.M.
N.. v..nui:i ti.v.l :
iluci'd to try Electric Hitters; with
'i
ii.
'.);
t
w
'M 'iinl worn wlio
ill no
wonderful result t'.iut Improve-- I
the
Ilari:.!i-.!!i:.l.c.iuti.'n.'!
''. merit began a; ur.ee. and a complete
cure followed " Host health Tonic on
aj; w i a:i'l i !!.; "!' :U- m li uvi
':utli. " v. n-- anteed by all drug- -

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Fllntkote Roofing

PASTOR SHIVELY RESIGNED.
J. L. Shlvely. paBtor of the St.
Prices-50- c,
75c, $1.00
John's Methodist Episcopal church of
Santa Fe, has tendered his reslgnatMn
sermon
and will preach his farewell
Seats on saie at Matson's Saturday,
to his parlshoners Sunday. Next week
3611 Bell street.
Mr. Palladino will engage In the accompanied by his lamily, he will September 22, at 9 o'clock.
leave for Geneseo, 111., where he has
contracting business with his father-in-laaccepted the pastorate of the Metho- P. 3. Yuma will be presented In ex-- .
In
the
engaged
now
Is
who
at
construction of the Immaculate Con- dist church there. His successor
actly.the same performance as ap
ception cathedral at the corner of Santa Ke will be Rev. E. C. Anderson,
peared by Command, before the ko
whom he will succeed at Geneseo.
Colfax and Logan avejues, Denver.
December
ai Family of England.
13, 19ui.
CRUSHED TO DEATH
UNDER MINE RAFTERS
ROSWELL DISTRICT
Wiihcut the slightest warning, the;
lumber lalden rafters of the carpenter!
LAND
ENTRIES shop at the Los Octotes mine, uear
Frescott, collapsed last Tutsday after-noon- ,
Instantly killing Ward Pritchett.i
NUMBER 2,324 HOMESTEADS IN fitally injuring an assistant and serl-- t
ously injuring another workman. Mr.'
FISCAL YEAR ROOSEVELT,
Pritchttt was the son of Dr. W.
CHAVES AND EDDY
Prltchett of Prescott, and one of the
FAVORITES.
best known mining men in Arizona.
During the fiscal year ending June
3"lli, ISH'fi. 2.324 homestead entries FIRE INSURANC COMPANY
150- WINDS UP AFFAIRS Mixed Wrestling Bout for the
were made, in the counties comprising
of
the
Championship
pound
New Y:rk. Sept. 17. Proceedings
the Rose!l land district. This Is
Southwest, and a Side Bet
the largest nuiiilipr ever made in this began Friuay before Justice Gien-- f
of $250 each. Between
lUtr!ct in one year. The bulk was erlch for the dissolution of tho Amer-made ia the counties of Roosevelt, lean fire Insurance company and the
Chaves and Eddy, portions f the oth- winding up of the affairs of that com- er counties in the district not showing pany. The company is a New York
corporation wltn offices at l'lii Wilmuch business.
were
The Santa Fe Machinist.
The official records of the Roswell liam street and
directors
land office show as follows:
Frank Iock, R. J Cross. Henry
and
Walding Ring, Joseph Kra-Sra'ement showing the business at
the C. S. land office at R swell for gatt and Giles K." Tinker. Frank Lock
year, ending Juue 3t, 19oG: was president. According to the state-the
NuiiiUt of homestead entries for ment submitted the company cea?U WILLIAM
she counties of Koosevel'. Chaves. t transact active business on June 2s,
The Brooklyn Strong Boy
Eddy, Guadalupe, Lincoln, Otero and i901. There are no creditors and the
assets amount to 210.4)2.
!

THE

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Mystery

Elks' Opera

YEAR

BRO. E. LEWIS. PRESIDENT

j

The Breath of Life.
It's a significant fact that the The Yuma Athenaeum Company
strongest animal of its size, the gor
illa, also has the largest lungs. Powerful lungs mean powerful creatures. Headed by the World's Greatest Sensation
How to keep the breathing organs
right should be man's chlefest study.
Like thousands of others, Mrs. Ora A.
Stephens, of Port Williams, O., has
learned how to do this. She writes.
"Three bottles of Dr. King's New
Discovery stopped my cough of two
years and cured me of what my The enly act f its kind is the world, supported
by as All Star Vaudeville Company
friends thought consumption. O, it's
grand for throat and lung troubles
I
Price,
Guaranteed by all druggists.
5fc and $1.00. Trial bottle free.

YUMA

H

BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, 1906

Vann Mercantile Co.
5

NEW MEXICO

FE,

FORTY-EIGHT-

.... Albuquerque, N. M.

eaje0OO

Elks Opera House

Doesyour face
look fresh, r,Us,;1;,.,,

St. Michael's College
OA NTA

Fair Visitors Invited to See Samples

FRIGHTENED

D--

S

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Office and Salerooms 110 South Second Street

weddiag
oulet. unostentatious
was solemnized at Mount Carmal
church last Saturday morning when
Miss Elisa A. Damasclo of Denver
and H. A. M. Palladlno of Albuquer
cue were made man and wife, says
the Denver Post.
The bride is well known on the
north side as the daughter of Frank
Damasclo. one of the largest con
tractors In the city, and also as a
graduate of the North Denver High
school.
The bridegroom .s the son of Mrs
G. Palladine ct Albuquerque, N. M.,
and an architect of some note.
The parents of the two young peo
nle have been great friends for a
good many years, and In the visits
they often paid each other the young
couple met and grew to be warm
the friendship
friends, and finally
turned into love, with marriage as
the culmination.
The ceremony was performed at
S:30 Saturday morning by Father
Moreschinl. pastor of Mount Carmel
church, and was unattended but by
few close friends of the families. The
bride was accompanied by Miss Rose
Bianchi of Trinidad, the bridesmaid
and the bridegroom by John Damas
clo. brother of the bride.
The couple left for Albuquerque
for a short visit with the bridegroom's relatives, after which they
will return to Denver and reside at

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

p

OF DENVER.

A

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI & GIOMI.

Roofing Tile

Common Brick
Face Brick
Red Brick
White Brick
Buff Brick

WERE

ONLY

1

Have been appointed exclusive agents
in the Southwest for
JOS. 8VHLITZ,
WM. LEMP AND
ST. LOUIS A. B. C
BREWERIES.

-

A. M. PALLADINO MARRIES
MISS ELISA A. OAMASCIO

OF

Contractors for all kinds of Brick Work. Estimates
Cheerfully Given. Brick Mantles a Specialty.

w

Secretary Q
Treasurer, fl

Consolidated Liquor Go.

Face and Common Brick

1

Ctaas. Mellnl,
O. Bachechl,

J. D. Eaktn, President.
O. Gioml, Vice President

Albuquerque Pressed Brick & Tile Go.

rr.

H.

Free Auto Ride to and from Property

Call at Office

Only $5.00 Down, Balance $5.00 per Month, No Interest.

Jtlfi
O
& Jl
f iVM

2IS SO'JTH SECOND STREET.

NEAR

l

POiTOrfUE

d
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Mormon Conference
SB
3B at Salt Lake City
For above occasion the SANTA FE will sell tickets to
Salt Lake City and return for one fare of $33.10.
Tickets on Sale September 28and 29, 1906.
r. E. PURDY, Agent.

,

TOE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
Published Dally and Weekly.

By

The Citizen Publishing Company

W. 8. 8TRICKLER,

President.

W. T. McCREIOHT,

Buslnest Manager.

BIG AND PROMISING
One of the truest things said of New Mexico aincc
Senator Foraker was so strangely permitted to put the
.statehood of this territory at the disposal of Arizona
a perfeot example of the tail wapglng the dog Is the
following from the Globe-nji- o
rat of Saturday:
The dislike or Arlrona to Joint statehood with New
Mexico should not be allowed to work to the latter's
Arizona, through its political delegatus,
disparagement.
baa declared that It would rather remain a territory forever than be consolidated wilh Ms next neighbor on the
east, but Its voters have yet to speak. Assuming that
their verdict will be the fame, the public mind should
be disabused of ihe idea that there Is anything the matter with New Mexico because rejected for this pariner-fhiThe two territories combined would make one of
the greatest stateg in area and resources, and size U
naturally one of the elements of state pride. A failure
of the present Joint statehood plan will keep both In the
territorial stage for an indefinite time, and perhaps In
the end lead, after all, to the union now distasteful to
Arizona.. At all events, the fact should not be over-looked that New Mexico is one of the mort interesting
and promising sections of the southwest. H contains
'I V9.000.000 acres, of which Only ft third is Included In
land grants and reservations. One of its recent governors pointed out that, on account of its different levels,
the products of both the temperate and the tropical
zones are grown. It Is a good stock country and In
minerals has fine prospects. By the national census the
population of New Mexico was 153,593 In 18D0, 195,310
In 1900, and has grown at a greater ratio in the last six
years. New Mexjco is in the section to which the new
irrigation law applies, and Is certain to be largely benefited by its workings.
Irrigation by private enterprise
has made considerable progress within its boundaries.
The future of the territory should not be underrated or
misunderstood.
p.

NEW MEXICO'S

DEBT

Traveling Auditor Safford has done well in compiling the figures of New Mexico's indebtedness, both ter
ritorial and of the counties. It is published over his
own signature, and therefore is 'official and reliable. It
shows that the territorial debt of New Mexico is
The sum total of the county debts Is $2, Sit;, 473,
the sum of both being $.i,u57.S8.61.
The territorial debt of Arizona U $3.?(i0,uo0, the
county indebtedness in that territory having already
been assumed by the territory. The proposed state Is
made responsible for the territorial debt of each territory, butnot for the' county debts in either territory
Hence, Arizona will saddle the new s.:a;e with a debt
of about three millions and a quarter, whereas New
Mexico will carry to the state less than
if one million. In other words. Arizona will burden the
state with a debt largely more than four times as g'eat
as New Mexico will bring to it; and Arizona's debt,
which to New Mexico's is nearly as five to one, will be
saddled upon New Mexico equally with Arizona.
press and speakers of that
Yet, the
territory have cracked the very air in their vociferous
assertions that New Mexico wants jointure t hut Arizona
may be made to pay New Mexico's debts.
Will they now cease from their slanders?
Don't
think so for & moment.' Having said the horse was sixteen feet tall, they will stand to the assertion, though
upon them to Fink ihem, like
truth enough be
'
to the bottom of the sea.
$741.-335.6-

1.
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ATLen Secretary Shaw addressed the republicans of
Salisbury, North Carolina, he uttered a great truth in
.faying: "The republican party from the time of its
birth until now has protected the laborer who produces
for the American market In every way possible for man
to conceive. Republican legislation excludes Chinese
labor, primarily because the Chinaman refuses to live
on the American standard. The coolie labor is unpopular, largely beacuse of his Inexpensive habits. He
neither feeds himself, clothes himself nor houses his
family as do Americans. Living on a lower plane, he
can, of course, afford to work cheaper than Americans
and his presence is a menace, not so much to American
"morals as American labor. To the extent that he
his share of American wages and fails to contribute proportionately to the consumptive capacity of the
country, his presence is undesirable.
The republican
party says to him, 'Unless you consent to be an American consumer you shall not be nn American producer.
You mutt be an American in both respects or neither.'
Low wages- compel poor living' and poor living harms
the farmer and the manufacturers also, for it restricts
the consumptive capacity of the country."
pro-car-

.
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A special to The Citizen from Santa Fe last week

put the majority of B. S. Rodey over O. A. Larrazolo in
1SK0, when they were opposing candidates for delegate,
at 10,000 in round numbers. The Citizen finds on the
authority of the World's Almanac that the vote stood in
ihat campaign: Republican, 21,567; democrat, 17K57;

Rodey's majority, 3.710. The Citizen gladly gives Mr.
Larrazolo the credit of this better showing, us this
paper has no inclination to disparage the gentleman, his
ability or his past successes. However, this paper does
not believe that he will be able to do as well as he did
in 1(00, when he ran against a man untried in the position. His opponent will be an experienced campaigner,
and cue whose official record in the office has been
without a flaw.
The New Mexico territorial fair has entered, today,
upon Its second quarter century of uninterrupted career
and success. Everything shows that the second quarter
will be more prosperous than was Its first. Compare
Albuquerque and New Mexico of today with the city and
territory when the fair was first held. Let the people
of Albuquerque realize the difference and take fresh
heart for vastly greater things. The Citizen bids hearty
welcome to the throngs which are already treading the
streets of the Duke City, but which will become even a
mightier host before the week shall end.
Next Monoay the F'iko'n l'eak celebration will begin
at Colorado Springs. Elaborate preparations have been
made for the occasion, which will dose with Saturday.
Centennial day. As Colorado takes no interest in New
Mexico, other than when she has on hand some of her
Innumerable gatherings of one kind or another, it is
doubtful if this territory will be largely ienr.-M'ntat
the coming centennial.
The Sheep and Wool convention, which will meet
here tomorrow, will bring a larger delegation of visitors
than will any other cue of the Important territorial reunions to be lu ll here during the fair. In sheep and
wool, during the last lutir ytars. New Mexico has derived a more general financial growth thar. she has
from any other one industry within her borders.
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TERRITORIAL MATTERS OF
MUCH PASSING INTEREST
$
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OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Delegate Andrews has been Instrumental In securing an original pension for Mahatn M. Scott of $8 per
month from October. 2. '.Kt.
Postmasters Appointed.
As a result of the work of Ivlegato Andrews the
following postmasters
were appointed September 10
last: James 8. Spencer, at Kairvlew, Torrance county;
Irvln Green, lies Moines, Union county.
'
Notaries Puolic Appointed.
The following notaries public have been apiKinted by
J. Simpson Moigan, Texlco,
Governor Hagernian:
Roosevelt county; Jacob M. Hlun, Kairvlew, Sierra
county; H. Weatherly, Texlco, Roosevelt county; R. O.
Barrett, Pinos Altos, Grant county.
Report of Removals Not Weil Founded.
The report which was about Santa Ke a few days
ago to the effect that Governor Hagerman Intended to
call for the resignations of Dr. J. H. Sloan, superintendent of insurance, and of David M. White, territorial engineer, has been probed and has been found to be absolutely Incorrect. It Is pretty well assured that there Is
no Intention on the part of the executive to do so.
Bettt Assessor of Grant County.
Goernor Hagerman has appointed Colonel H. H.
Belts assessor of Grant county, vice Andrew B. Laird,
deceased. The governor stated that he made the appointment because Colonel Betts was already fatiilllur
with the work, having been a deputy under Mr. Laird
under the latter's term, and elnce he would be forced
to look after the affairs of the office for some time In
view of his connections therewith, he thought It only
Just to give hlrn the position.
Special Mail Service Change.
The postofflce department has ordered discontinued
the special mall service between Carslbad and Queen, in
Eddy county, and a new star route service will be es
tablished between these two points. The Btar route ser
vice will begin September 18. The distance covered will
be delivered once a week. William K. Cochran of Carlsbad hns been awarded the contract for carrying the mall
for a term of years at $450 per year.
The star route schedule between East las Vegas
and Kociada has been changed so as to extend the ser
vice a distance of fifty miles. The change will take effect on September 16.
Convicts to Scenic Road at Las Vegas.
Superintendent Arthur Trelford of the territorial
penitentiary Saturday forenoon dispatched a detachment of forty four convicts via the' Santa Fe railway
system to Las Vegas, from which, city the convicts will
go to a point about nine miles distant, where they will
commence work on the extension of the scenic highway
to the eastern line of the Pecos forest reserve.
The
prisoners were in charge of Assistant Superintendent S.
1. Sample, Foreman
Hoy Fischer and Guard Gonzales.
Six prisoners were dispatched to las Vegas some time
ago and have since been working on road construction.
With this number there will be fifty prisoners at work
during this week. A full supply of camp equipment and
rations was taken along and the convicts will be made
as comfortable as possible under the circumstances.
They have been belected with great care and It is believed that there will
trouble in handling them
while at work or away from the territorial prison. New
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THE JAFFA o
Grocery Comp'y,
"Good Things to Eat"

THE QUALITY
COMPARE
OF OUR GOODS WITH THOSE
GETTING.
YOU HAVE BEEN
WE INVITE INSPECTION OF
OUR GOODS
OUR BAKERY.
ARE MADE FROM THE BEST
MATERIAL I i A PERFECTLY
SANITARY
BAKE
MODERN

SHOP.
PUFFS, per dozen 30c
ECLAIRES,
CHOCOLATE
30c
per dozen
CHOCOLATE SQUARES, per
CREAM

15c
dozen
COCOANUT SQUARES, per
15o
dozen
FRUIT hAKS, per dozen ...10c
DOUGHNUTS, per dozen... 10c
LARUE
CHOCOLATE
CAKE
...50c
LARGE COCOANUT CAKE 50c
OR NUT
LARGE DATE

CAKE

Roe

MEDIUM CAKES
SMALLER CAKES

40c

...25c

PIES
KTC, ETC.

We Have a large assortment
of good things to eat always on
hand, and it Is worth your time

to call and see our line.

Horns Cooking Dep't.
POTATO SALAD.
BOILED SMOKED
VEAL LOAF.

TONGUES.

CHIPPED BEEF.
BOILED HAMS.
A FULL LINE OF CHEESE.
CERVAI.ET Au SAGE.
SALAMI SAUSAGE
KOSHER RING.
KOSHER WEINER.
KOSHER BOLOGNA.
SMOKED BEEF.
SMOKED TONGUES.
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o
o
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THIS STORE SENDS GREETING
TO THE FAIR VISITORS
Hafc

Sh oes

fallAlpine
We have the New Fall Hats
Dunlap, Hawes and Stetson.

i

Gloves
We select our gloves from the
products of the best makers. The
best Perrin, Dent and Hansom.

Autumn Neckwear

Nettleton Fine Shoes $5.00 to $6.00
Our Own $3.50 to $4.00, none better

See our grand display of Fall
Neckwear. We've all the new shapes
and the silks are exquisite.

Shirts

Men's Hosiery

Manhattan and Earl & Wilson are kept here, Dress
Shirts, Cuffs Attached and Detached are kept here.

Every time you buy Hosiery you put
your foot in it but does it stay in it?

Underwear

$1.00 Suit to $7.50 Suit.

Bit.

.

o
o
Fine Clothing and Furnishings
o
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo o

Furniture Crockery - Ranges

be-n-

Mexican.

Jaffa Grocery

During the week we will make a
present of a fine
d
plate
to every customer making cash purchases to the amount of $1.00;
only one plate to each person,
come promptly. . . .

Co.

GRANT COUNTY REPUBLICANS.
"Good Thirds to Eat"
Saturday, pursuant to previous announcement
in The Evening Citizen, the republicans of Grant county
MAIL 0RCE2S FILLED THE SAME DAY
met In convention at Silver City and nominated the folTHEY ARE RECEIVED.
lowing ticket for county officers, besides naming dele
gates to the territorial and constitutional conventions:
County commissioners First district, W. H. Jack,
cattleman, of Oak Groyrj second district, Victor Cul- bertson, cattleman, of Sapello.
Keep
Clothes
Sheriff Charles A. Farnsworth of Silver City. He
s tlia present sheriff.
Looking
clean and neat by pracCollector and treasurer Clark Rodger, fruit grow
tical cleaners and pressers.
er, of Lone Mountain.
French Dry and Steam CleanAssessor Benjamin K. Wheeler of
ing ft specialty.
Probate clerk James A. Shipley of Silver City. He
Second Hand Clothing bought
and sold.
is the present deputy sheriff and treasurer of Silver
Plumes, fancy work and Laces
City.
dyed any coior.
or
George
Judge
Probate
II. Utter, mining man,
Silver City. .
Brown's Cleaning and
County school superintendent
Professor E. L. En- Pressing Works
loe, member of the New Mexico normal school faculty.
W. Silver Avt. .
Auto. Phone 270
f
County surveyor Frank E. Andrews of Silver City.
For delegates to the territorial convention at Lad
Vegas September 29 F. A. Bush, W. H. Newcomb, R.
M. Turner and H. H. Betts of Silver City; W D. Murray of Central and D. H. Kedzie of Lorrisburg.
Delegates to the constitutional convention Percy
Wilson of Silver City, John Deegan of Santa Rita an
DEALER IN
Sanford Robinson of Steeple Rock.
Men's, Women's and Child- Resol'itlons were adopted endorsing the course ot
(hnoc
Fin
Governor Hagerman in causing an investigation into the
ron'c
I MIV JIIUVJ
VII
affairs of territorial offices and urging that all territor
First Clis Repairing a Specialty
ial Institutions be fully and publicly examined by auAll Work Guarantied
thority of the governor, and if criminal conduct be found
North rirmt Stroot
103
No.
that the evildoers be promptly prosecuted In the courts
by Indictments.
At the same time the resolutions express the beliet
that the administration of the territorial institutions by
republicans has not been wasteful, corrupt or venal, and
further express tonfldenceiu the honesty and integrity
of H. O. Bursum, chairman of the territorial republican
committee, who has been charged with grave mismanagement of the affairs of the territorial penitentiary
during his term as superintendent of that institution.
The resolutions further endorse the national and
territorial
republican administrations
and commend
Delegate W. H. Andrews for his splendid achievements
In congress for New Mexico.
The republican policy of joint statehood for New
Funeral Director and Licensed Embalmer
Mexico and Arizona is given hearty endorsement.
-The convention puts itself on record as favoring the
I
Phono. Automatic
Colorado, Blk 200
placing of all county officers on a salary basis instead
of the present fee system, and the resolutions recom- Corntr Fifth and Railroad Avanua
mend that only buch county officers be nominated aa
can give their personal attention to the duties of the
AlbuQuerque to
office.
Jemet every day
At a meeting of the precinct chairmen held after
In Ike week except Sunday.
the convention W. H. Newcomb was
county
at
chairman and F. A. Bush was elected secretary.
Andrea Romlark,
ero's Meat
el. 211 W. bold
FILIPINOS WILL ATTEND COLLEGE. " " '"
Avenue.
W. A. Sutherland, formerly of the New Mexico College ot Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Mesllla Park,
and then au interpreter for the civil government in the
Philippines, at present In charge of the education ot
young Filipino students in the United States, was iu HI
Paso K iday afternoon with a party of eight young
About he is taking east to put into the various
colleges for an American education. Professor
Sutherland took a run up to I.as Cruces Friday evening,
and on returning to KI Paso left for the east with his
students. Professor Sutherland formerly resided iu this
city. Speaking of the Philippines, ho said:
"It is a mistaken impression thai a great many people have in the United States that the Philippines are a
burden upon this country. The truth of the matter i"
that Ihe Philippine, islands are not today costing the
Lulled Stales go-- eminent a cent outside of maintaining
a few soldiers there. They have their own sources of
revenue, which are very similar to those of the United
States, and with these maintain their government and
carry on a system of education that It would be well for
several foreign countries to emulate."
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The address of Secretary Bonaparte to the graduating class of' the naval ucademy, in which be exhorted
the young officers to be "gentlemen," is being some,
what criticised by the press. The opinion seeing
XoKaleH
nl
Aii.
In Iheir management
prevail that bad be exhorted them to be -- manly," his the republican territorial convention at Hi.shee last weeU
address bad beetj inure to the point in appropriateness. the
politicians who conducted Ihe ridleu-Ioii- d
and lioihtt-ronslIjombastic proceedings committed
The population of Maine has increased but little a very serious tactical blunder. H'(J Ihey been real polover BKi.otiu in the last fifty years. This is even a more itician their cfton would have been to have coneed.-nlow growth than Arizona presents.
Were Maine now soineihiiiii to the
men who had come from
knocking at the gates of the Union she v utile) find her afar to assiht In miming a republican candidate for cond
fctlf
gress, io bind them iu the action of the convtntiou,'
like Arizona has been.

Have you seen Yuma, the Mytery7
It. can talk!
It can walk!
but!
Is it an Automation?
It ig a man?
who?
Yuma, the Mystery.

GO TO THE

PJierchaLnts Cafe
Best Meals in Town-

A lazy liver leads to chronic dyspepsia and constipation weakens the
(25
whole system. Doan's Regulets
cents per box) correct the liver, tone
the stomach, cure constipation.

216 South Soeond

Strt

We Keep It Up

....ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

As Full of Goodness as
' an Egg is of Meat.

We keep the quality of our bread
up to the highest. This is possible
by using

The WHITE LILY special 5 cent
cigar Is always a winner when quality
is at stake. They afford the best and
sweetest: smoke to be had anywhere.
There may be better cigars but so far
no :ne has been able to locate them.

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,
not only in mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.

COW--

!

A.

;i

113' 2

PIONEER BAKERY,

J. RICHARDS

WEST

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

207 MOUTH FIRST STREtT.

Fair Visitors THE BEST
i

The Leading Milliner of
the city invites you to
make her store your
headquarters while in the
city. Fall Opening held
Latest
just Saturday.
Tailored and Pattern
Hats on Display.

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
FARM
Colo. Red
92.

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment
And Carefal Dispensing, go to
The Busy Little Drug Store
at XX 7 West Railroad Avenge

See the New "Vestatily"

Mrs. D. D. Coverdale
No. 220 Wett Gold Avuno

IN TOWN

$J.50
Per.Gallon
Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

BBHHaBBHnaaiBHnBBi

kindt-i-Karte-

Matt-hoo-

-

Prices Reasonable
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The Williams Drug Company
THE BLUE FRONT

Both

Telephone.

117

Weet Railroad Avert

Monday; September

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE
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dJou"ed until 2 p. m.,
rno raqp
which time thev reconvened and
UUIILUULL
UttOL
IUI
r ports of the different committees
were read.
BALL TOURNAMENT
A. Borders, tliairman of the executive committee, was first 1 to report
F.
at the alternoon session.
e.
The managers of the teams which
chairman of the finance
showing
the will take part in the baseball tournamade his report,
association,
met In the smoking room of the
Knights of Pythias. Undertak- financial o ndltton f theF. H. Strong, ment
RothenlnTg to Schloss Cigar comwhich whs never better.
pany's store at 1" o'clock this morners & Embalmers and
rhaiiman of the committee on
nud credentials, reported that ing and agreed upon a schedule. Sure
perintendent
Wholesale Grocers
Hlckey presided and
he tound all present entitled to
main a delegates, their credentials around tiie Imnrd were the niunagers
chairbeing in order. Hichard Thorn,
as follows: Arthur- - Cavanaugh of Al- on constitution buquer.:i!': W. H. Kerr, Santa Fe;
HOLD
BUSINESS SESSIONS man of the committee
comreported that the
Doran, Clifton: Brown. Las Vegas;
and
mittee v.'Es progressing rapidly. W. Burke, El Phmi; S. D. Patrick, Trlnl- M. Lewis, chairman of the committee dad.
the
and Hons, representing
And Transact Much of Importance cn conferences with the territorial Globe team.
report.
board ol health also made his
The schedule was arranged by numto Their Respective
Some time was then devoted to re bers, one playing two. three meeting
ceiving legal advice, and consulting on four, five meeting six and seven
Associations.
legislation, after which a general dis- meeting six. and Hien vice versa they
cussion of the organization was in - will meet each other down the line
all present, and en ad- until every team in the tournament
to dulged in by
All tliroiiRh the night
t ournnunt then taf.en until tomorrow has played all the others, and it Is
annual
the twenty-thirmorning fit 9:3o ;r,viock.
possible
the tournament will not
the Grand ixxlge of the Knights of
evening all visiting delegates end shortthat
games.
of twenty-on- e
Pythias, which opened in the Elks' willThis
memguests
be
local
the
of
the
o'clock,
The teams secured their numbers
building this morning at 10
of
around
a
the
in
association
ride
bers
by drawing from a hat. Globe drew
were arriving and when Attorney the city.
r.orgo S. Klock made the flddrtss of Following is the program for tomor No. 1, Clifton No. 2. Santa Fe No. 3.
large
No. 4, Las Vegas No. 5,
welcone. at the aliove hour, a
row's session of the undertakers and Albuquerque
number of delegates were in attend- embalmers:
Trinidad No. 0 und El Paso No. 7.
ance.
The firkt four numbers play this afMorning Session, 9:30 a. m.
Attorney Klock made an tloquent
ternoon, Globe meeting Clifton and
RejKirt
dele
President
Vllerv,
of
knights
to
the
address, welcoming the
Albuquerque meeting Santa Fe.
gate
convention.
national
to
they
eity and expressing the hope that
There will be a double-headto
Unfinished business.
would find, in the hospitality of the
morrow morning. Las Vegas meeting
business.
New
local knlghtf, and the Albuqnerquans
Trinidad and El Paso meeting Sunta
Address, Prof. F. A. Sullivan.
in general, amusement sufficient to
Fe. Another double headers will be
General
discussion.
deciding
to
more than repav them for
played in the afternoon.
Afternoon.
"conIn
the
hold their Grand Lodge
It was agreed between the manag
Fair grouiids, guests of the Albu
vention city."
ers
that if any team should be so an
querque
members.
Grand Cnancellor Julius Uhlfeldcr
as to lose four games before
fortunate
Evening.
a
M.,
N.
himself
of Eliaabethtowu,
it has met all of its scheduled num
pike, guests of
former Albunuerquean, replied to the queThe
ber of opponents, It shall retire from
members.
address of welcome In fitting terms,
the tournament.
THIRD JAY.
after which the meeting came to orAfter tomorrow It is arranged that
Morning Session, 9:30 a. m.
der and proceeded to business. Lodge
Report of committee on order of one game will be played In the morn
headquarters have been opened by
ing and two in the afternoon.
TJhlfelder . and business, rules and regulations.
Grand Chancellor
Report of committee on permanent
Grand Keeper of Records and Seal organization.
Terrv in the Elite hotel.
PRIZE WINNING CORN
Elecetion of officers.
Mineral Lodge, No. 4. at 10 o'clock
discussion.
General
this morning exemplified work in the
Selection oT next place of meeting.
third rank, in the Elks' lodge rooms.
FROM SOCORRO COUNTY
Afternoon.
At 6 o clock this evening a banquet
Albu
guests
of
the
grounds,
Fair
will be served to all knights, "whether
in good Btanding or not, so those querque members.
Evening.
A boy rushed up to the front office
In charge announce, and Dr. L. H.
Reception and banquet to visiting of The Evening Citizen this morning
Chamberlain will be toastmaster of
bearing something that looked like a
the occasion. A program of addresses, members.
ship mast wrapped in gunny sacks.
toasts and responses has been arrangGOOD ROADS CONVENTION.
"I've got some corn here raised by
ed, and speakers irom all parts ot
This meeting convenes at the Com Adna Baca, three miles south of So
the territory will be on hand.
The following delegates were pres-en- mercial club Tuisday night at 8 corro," he said.
The lad could hardly get the packwhen the convention rpenel: Jul o'clock. program
as announced by the age through the door, and when he
The
ius Uhlfelder, grand chancellor, Montezuma lodge, No. 10; V. E. Dudley, committee on arrangements Is as fol did the tassels touched the celling.
Alamogordo lows:
grand vice chancellor,
The stalks were fifteen feet long and
Welcome of delegates to the con- the ears were as larga as the eheh
l).lge. No. 7; A. K. O Quinn, grand
B.
Field,
by
Neill
for
vention
the
h
gun. It will be placed
prelate, Eddy Lodge, No. 21; C. E
of a
on displny in Floral hall tomorrow
l'trry, grand keeper of records and mayor.
by
Gov.
llagrnnan.
Address
N.;
1; John
among
.seals. El Dorado Lodge,
other Socorro county ex
Address by Hon. L. B. Prince, presi- hibits. the
A. Haley, grand master of exchequer.
association.
Good
Roads
dent
Myrtle Lodge, No. 19; V. Homer Hill
Mr. Baca, who
this prize
Address by Col. Ralph E. TwiUhell, winning corn, is husbanded
Krand master at arms, Rio Grande
one of the leading
Good
on
Value
of
Commercial
"The
No. 3; II. F. Adams, supreme
republicans of Socorro county, and Is
representalj ve, Mineral Lodge No. 4 Roads."
l
candidate for nomination for the
l,y
Supt.
the
cf
Trelford.
Address
J. J. Leeson. P. R Heather. William
ouncil at the fall election.
penitentiary.
New
Mexico
F
Kilpatrick, C. C. Clark and C.
Eas
Every delegate of the convention of
ley, past grand chancellors, and the
1905 Is cousidered a delegate of this
following grand representatives:
MILLINERY
OPENINGS
Samuel Rosenthal, El Dorado, No. 1; convention and is urgently requested
public
is
present.
invited
The
be
to
Lodge,
John L. Zimmerman, Santa Ke
No. 2; Antonio Mayer, Bernard Ruppe to the sessions.
From 2 until 8 o'clock Saturday
Rio Grande Lodge, No. 3; John H
GROCERS
MEET.
afternoon
WHOLESALE
the millinery store of Mrs.
('rum, C. O. Cushman, A. G. Harrison
The New Mexico Wholesale Grocers' D. D. Coverdale, West Gold avenue,
Mineral Lodge, No. ; Harper Sproull association
met this morning at the was crowded with ladies anxious to
Chas. Vogt. Harmonv Lodge, N.T.. 6
see the latest styles out most suitable
"
W. K. Stalcup G. M. lower, Alamo-- 1
,i;ir
and becoming to them. Dahlias, both
gordo LOdge, No, 7; A. H. HudspetH,
..V
hi
ti.
red and white. In pretty profusion,
Baxter Lodge, NNo9ioCacksonSAKee" in
city,
Las were the salient colors of the decora
I'sentatives from this
teznma Ixdge,
Vega
Gallup
and tions. Many pretty hats were on dis
Santa Fe. Raton,
O. C. Hlnman, Jum "fcS
play.
12; T. A. vanng, Gus Sironeuerg,
preVegas
Kelly
Harry
of
O'Brien Sisters.
Gallup Lodge, No. 13: D. Anderson, sided at W. meeting, Las
dewas
which
the
Iu keeping with the time and place
Alex Craig, Carthage Ixulge, No. 14;
a
general
discussion of the
voied to
George E. French. G. N. Amis, 'B. F. trade,
freight rates and other matters the O'Brien Sisters, in company with
Moon, Damon Ixidge, No. 15; HowelJ
opening today, have lent beauty
Importance
to the wholesale gro their
Earnest, Triangle Lodge, No. 1C; Fred. of
to their many pretty hats on display
Home, J. H. Rathuone lodge. No. 17; cers of New Mexico. which, financially by decorating their stores with the
The association,
Cole Hailstone, E. A. Clemens, Magda-lenstrongest in the terri fair colors, red, white and blue. The
one of
Ixidge, No. IS; W. H. Sevir, Ed. tory,
holds frequent, meetings to dis crowd came early and stayed long
C. Pfungston, Myrtle Ixidge, No. 1'J;
matters arising of interest to and late. The opening was a flatter
Otto Smith, H. H. Wiuianis, S. D. cuss
a meeting was held ing success.
Swope, Deniing Ixidge, No. 20; Joiin themselves, and asago,
Miss Laura M. Lutz.
but little of imbut
time
3
short
.
Eddy
Lodge,
V.
E.
Harvey,
miih.
R
The opening of Miss Ijinra M. Lut
up for action today, the
No. 21; Louis Garcia, Santa Fe Trail portance came
tje- - of L'tifc South Second street, on Satur
IxMlge, No. 22; Wm. Blackburn, Eu- association finishing its business
day, was attended by a large number
gene Moses, Pyramid Ixidge, No. 23; tore adjourning.
Many of those who attended the of Indies, all bent on seeing and buy
L. M. Gilleland, C. A. Daggett, Chama meeting
Many beautiful
this morning from out of ing fall millinery.
Ixidge, No. 24; R. M. R:ss, Artesia
will remain here the rest of fair hats were on display and many ex
Ixidge, No. 27; Thos. M. English, Cap-uli- n town
pressions ot udmirution were heard.
Ixidge, No. 2S; C. C. Davidson, week.
Tucumcarl Ixidge, - o. 29; H. D. Wood,
WOOL GROWERS TOMORROW.
S. W. Ellwood, Dawson City Lodge,
big con
All is in readiness for
Lakewood, vent ion of sheep aud wool the
No. 30; J. B. Roberts,
growers, to
lxdge. No. 31.
be held iu the Elks' opera house build
Twenty-fivpast chancellors
took ing, beginning tomorrow morning at
William Foy.
the Grand Lodge degree.
In o clock. Hundreds of delegates ar
William Foy, a bollermaker, reid
The regular order of business being rived last night and today, and many
dispensed with, Hon. E. C. Perry, more are expected in tonight.
ing at &23 South Third street, died
grand keeper of records and seals, on
Hon. Salomon Luna, president
of this morning at 2 o'clock, after a lin
behalf of ine Grand Lodge presented
fair association, president of the gering illness. He is auivlved by his
the Hon. Charles F. Easley, past grand the
Sanitary board, and one of the wife. Deceased was a member of the
Siieep
chancellor and past supreme represenlargest
individual sheep owners la the Boilermakers' union and the Cathotative, with a magnificent, jewel em- - territory, will call the convention to lic Knlghtg of America, Branch 278
ulematic
the order, embodie4 with order. Following this will come the and will be burled under the auspices
several very precious gems; also tne address of welcome by Mayor McKee of the latter organization, the fuueral
Hon. C. E. Perry, grand keeper oi which will be responded to by Hon. A. services to take place tomorrow
records and seals, vas made the red A. Jones of Las Vegas.
morning at 8:30 o'clock from the respient of a magnificent charm by mem
Governor Herbert J. Hagerman, w ho idence and at 9 o'clock from the imhers of the uratid Lodge of the state issued the proclamation for the con maculate Conception church, interof Indiana.
Fu
vention, and who appointed 250 dele ment being in Santa Barbara.
This afternoon the committee on gates to the convention, nearly all of neral Director Borders was In charge.
credentials reported as follows:
whom will be In attendance, will then The following will act as pallbearers
Bretnern: We, your committee - n
the convention en matters of Messrs. McGinnis, William Moore
credentials, have examined the cer- address
Powers, James Corgrove Sr., James
to sheep growers.
tificates of ja8t chancellors tuilimitted Interest
The election of temporary officers Cosgrove, Jr., and Nerrien.
to us nv the grand keeper of records will
then take place, followed by the
and sea!, and herewith present the ap- apiKiintment
committees,
after The big tent skating rink opens to
of
pended rejioil. We find the persons which the
convention will adjourn un night. Three hundred pairs famous
named below entitled to the honor til Wednesday
g
skates
morning at 9:30 oeloek Richardson
of past cnancellor by reason of HerLargest flxr space In town. Formal
vice as chancellor commander f their
W. C. T. U. MEETING.
opening tonight.
Fourth and Kail- lodges in accordance with
respec-tivThe annual business meeting f the road.
the requirements of the supreme con Women s Christian Temperance Cnion
si it ut ion, and we,
recom- of New Mexico will be held tomorrow OFFICIAL COSTUMER AT 119
mend that thf Grand Lodge rank be evening at S o'clock, in the parlors
SOUTH SECOND STREET
conferred upon them:
Mrs. L. Summers, the fflcial cos
the Lead Avenue Methodist church
Sjiita Fe Lodge, No. 2 Paul A. F oi This
business meeting will take the turner for the carnival, has arrived
Walter. E. L. Washburn.
place of the regular annual conven in the city from Denver with a, car
;j.
Rio Grande Lodge,
Joseph tion and much ..usiness will be trans load of various costumes and has
Wolff.
acted as a result, officers for the en opened offices in the Fijst National
Mineral I. dm, No. 4. John H. suing year wi:l be appoin'ed and mat bank building,
on Second street, for
Criuu.
ters pertilmng to :he cause of teni merly occupied by the University
slill iu st;ou Iterance will ie tal.en up and actec Heights
The jiand Li d tie
Improvement company. Her
as The Kveiiint Ci.i.tu aof-- s io prets. up n.
costumes are beautiful ami of all de
t
va
Delegates and
:ie
lrom
Those wishing costumes
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS rious i:ans of the territorv. wh re the scriptions.
This morning in 9:3u o'clock ihe W. C. T. U. is represented, will be in for Carnival night, Saturday of fair
week, would do well to make their
first annual meeting of the I'ndcrtuk-er- attuidaiice at tomorrow's meeti:ii;.
reservations now. Kcmeiiil.er the lo
Association of
and Embalmers'
cation. Ill South Second stiect.
New Mexico was culled to order in
the Commercial club rooms by PresiNOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION
dent Clarence Cilery of Koswell, with
a large number of delegates present
Owing to the heavy crowds wbicl KOK SALK A
fr in all parts of the territory.
Hat neatly furnished, in down town
Rev. John V. Barron ol the First it will be necessary for the Traction
disirid. Address XX, Citizen.
Congregational church, delivered the company to hand:e duing the fai
invocation, which was followed by mueeh, anu lor Hie convenience o:
Kvery member of the Albuquerque
sic after which Hon. Frank McKee, fair patrons and the greatest num
mayor of Albuquerque, delivered the U r of people, it has been decided tba Reiall Merchants' association and al
merchants are requested to
He assured all irom i o clock in (he afternoon to
address of welcome.
Merchants' offices,
present that the city was thrown wide 5:3u o'clock., cars will be run only meet at the
open to them, and that the hospitality between ihe corner of Railroad av cortwr of (iold avenue and Second
s o'clock Tuesday evening
of its citizens would be extended enue and First street and the fa! street, at IX.
B. O.
Jaffa, presi
grounds. During the rest of the day September
thini In every possible instance.
dent.
L. F. Montenie, treasurer of the as- the cars will be run over
the Uarelus
sociation, who resides ai Santa Ke. and Second street lints as usual.
Wleold and the "Htis'oit
lesjionded to the address of welcome,
Respectfully,
Strong Boy," in a championship
after which the roll was called. PresiALBIQCERQCE TRACTION CO wrestling match at the opera house
dent Cilery then read his rexjrt, after
Thursday evening. Ticket nu sab
Don't forget thai I be
which Secretary F. H. Strong made
new
tent Tuesday at Matson's.
skating rink opens tonight.
his report to the convention.
Quiei,
Several special commit tet-- s
wre orderly place of amubement to opejid
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAf
Ihen appointed, after which 'he con- - your af'ernoor.s or tveblugs.
n(J take no other.
BREAD

vent tan

CITIZEN.

THREE CONVENTIONS

mm today

Occidental

Mon-teni-

com-miite-

mem-iierahi-

Or NCW MEXICO AND ARIZONA

n

Joshua S. Raynolds
Vice Presidents
Albuquerque, N. M.; R. J. Palen, Santa
M.; C. F. Ains worth. Phoenix,
Gen. Mur
J. II. ORielly
Frank MeKe

President
Sol. Luna,
Fe, N.

Secy, and

Treasurer

:

Attorney

A.

Medical Director

nt

THERE ARE DIFFERENT GRADES
at different Drices. but each it as eood furniture as
can be built in'its respective line.

B. McMlllcn

Dr. J. H. Wroth

Mlbert Fafoer

Executive Committee
Flout noy, A. B. McMlllcn, Solomon
J. H. O Kielly, Joshua S. Raynolds.

M. W.

?

in by all odd-- j the moat conspicuous piece of furniture la foar
dining room; hence, It hrald
combine the
Artistic With the Useful '
You u experience a fee Unit ft
satisfaction when 70a act
hostess If your table ia a good
one. Te It
Modern or Colonial
or
Quartered,
In
Golden
Wheathered Oak, we are conn-deyou'll find our prices tor
"quality furniture nearly at
cheap as. you'll pay eraewhere
for the commonplace.

Life Insurance Company

ildc-Rate- s

d

THE DINING TABLE

Luna.

Albuquerque,

Railroad Ave.,

0

308-31-

N.

AT.

i

er

91,000,000.00

AuthorlMed Capital

Cath Paid In

1

The

fn

Special Inducimtot
to Met As

10,000.00

to Good
Oar Agents.

That Makes

Beer

PLLSENER BEER
Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

GRUfJSFELD BROTHERS

Atito. Phone

Colo. Phone Blk 93

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY
AGENTS

The Largest and only exclusive Wholesale Dry
Goods House in the west

New Home Sewing Machines
STEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE.
BETTER OR PRICES COMPARE

& CO.,

BORRADAILE

v

ft...

Millinery

7

Latest Things

Ke-tai- l

in

M. BERGERt."

Ladies' Hals

Wholesale Agent Albuauerque, N.

Sybils, Vesta Tilleys
and the Riding Club,
with all that is fresh
in the Ganesborough
Gage and Home-Tailore- d
Hats. Prices
to suit pocketbook.

213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

&

U UTTER

NUT

FINE LINE OF
CAKES

1JREAD

Company

Better

Ervin & Paynter, Proprietors

Than

All City

Home-Mad-

Alwaya on Hand.

e.

and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

00000000K0

Albuquerque

Q 309 West Railroad Avenue

Proprietors

DOWYER,

STEVENS

Fashion

A

9

K

00000C0
FRENCH BAKERY

Millinery

Convenience - Comfort - Security
I The Albuquerque Business College I
I

DAT AND NIGHT SCHOOL
LA

1

ET

S 1

J1H I

1

Commercial Arithmetic Shorthand
Bookkeeping
Typewriting
Commercial Law
Business Practice
Manifolding
Penmanship
Banking
Correspondence
Business English
Spelling
Competent Instructors
Added Equipment
New Management
Reasonable Raiea
Fair Treatment

T

T.

4. r 4. rj, .J.

t Tfrne
"5

.1.

.,4. ej, ,J, .J.

,

'Birieim

4

lirfcrum

at

312

Midnight

311 SOUTH FIRST STREET

U

B.

12

Topham's Celebrated Soda Water On lee
Vcta Rooming House in Connection,

113

Vest Lead Avenue

O'REILLY & CO.
J. H. LEADING
DRUGGISTS'
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
BOTH PHONES

oeoeoeoeoeoeooe'0ooi
ri... niiiiMw
Elmo
The St.
J

Monday, Sept. YJ
0 9 C.

Grocery and Cafe
Always Ready to Serve

Fall
Millinery
Opening
m.

HOME

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne

their

i.

YOUR

Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to

announce

lli-nr-

IN

REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS

Sisters t

Frm

less,

r Flaming

.J

.fr .

dutlea lighter, the caraa
and the worries fewer.

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your Ufa and
protects your home.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE
Albuquerque, Afew Mexico
Principal

Mllllhem,

the

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

We secure good positions for our graduates; address
W.

makes

telephone

The

11V1CD.VJI11

s

vi.-iti-

a,

UP-TO-DA-

e

-

Gild Avenue

w

a

e

m

Don't DIputo with a Woman.
Especially, If ehe teUg you to ordr
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR. '
Make no excuse, (it 70a should to
get the order), that 70a could Ml
flret-clajfind It, for ever
aroai
handles EMPRESS. You ttIII alwaj
find good bread, good biaculU, co4
pastry and moat Important of
good cheer to greet you when 7
come home for your diuner. Try M.
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empraaa cf
all othara.

Visitors invited to inspect our many
lines of merchandise.

''.n

tte?Na

292.

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

six-inc-

,

Milwaukee Jealous

riiiBdi

T

JOSEPH

BARNETT, Pfop'f.

st Hailrtsd
i-

-

;

120

West Railroad

Avenue

tifkALl

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLet AND
CLUB ROOMS

ALBUQUERQUE

fAUC SIX

"GREATEST

CITIZEN.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 17. 1908.

ten diys, through the efforts of Game
Warden W. E. Griffin, .he first shipment of ratnoow trout to be released
in New Mexico waters for some time
was placed in the Upper Pecos, as
COLORS an experiment to see if they will do
OF
as well as the mountain trout, native
to the country. Sixty thousand of the
little fish, all yearlings, were released
In the waters of this stream.
Thsy
Many Business Houses In came
from the government hatchery
at Neosha, Mo. 8lxty thousand eastDown Town District Are
ern brook trout and 85,000 mountain
trout, from the hatchery at Leadvllle.
Prettily Decorated,
Colorado, were also liberated In the
Pecos, near the Valley ranch. For the
first time, the fish were removed from
ALL FIRMS SHOULD DECORATE their car in the cans used by the government Instead of in barrels and as
a result, only three out of the entire
And Fair Association Importunes lot died en route to tbe stream. Game
Warden W. E. Griffln assisted by Pae
That Merchants Fix Up
B. Otero and ranchers In the vicinity
The fish car Is now
j liberated the fish.
Before Tomorrow.
en route o oiner poiuis in ntw men.
Ico, distributing the little trout in the
by the game
The flr.n thing that Rreettd the streams designated
many visitors who arrived In the city
last night and today to attend me
fair, was a lieautlfully decorated city, LARGE CROWDS AT
the fair colors, red, white and blue. being displayed upon nearly every busIness house in the down town district.
DEPOT MEET GOVERNOR
First street, opposite the depot, was
decorated from block t block, Gnins- fled Brothers, the Consolidated Liquor company. Blanohard Meat and WHO IS RECEIVED BY EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE AND FAIR ASSOCIASupply company, Sturges' European
TION OFFICERS DINED BY
hotel and many others being decorated
PRESIDENT LUNA.
tastefully with bunting.
Railroad avenue rrom tne depot al
An
crowd cf people were
Immense
most to the fair grounds Is .cne mass
hotel, depot platform
of bunting and flags. Mike Mandeil, at the Alvarado
lawn last 'evening when the train
who has the honor of being the first and
Herbert J. Hager-mamerchant to deocrate his place of busV bearing Governor
the city at 7:30 o'clock,
ness, has a prettily decorated clothing to arrived InNew
executive,
store, and as he Is the "entry clerk" who,welcomeafternoonMexico's
at 1:30 o'clock,
this
for the baby show, he invited all Tatt- formerly
opened the twenty-sixtlers and mothers as well, to make his
territorial fair.
place their headquarters, long enough,
Solomon Luna, president of .the
at least, to enter their babies In the fairHon.
association, welcomed the govern- big baby show which Is to be decided
on behalf of the fair association mem
Friday.
and after the governor had met
Simon Stern has a prettily decorat abers,
number of the memlers of the execued place, as has the Rothenberg-Sch- reception committee, tae was
loss cigar store. A big banner, bearing tive and to the hotel lobby, where an
the words "Information Bureau," is escorted
Informal reception of half an hour's
strung across the street at this point, duration
was held, after which he was
indicating that Inside tne latter store
In to dinner, accompanied by
all questions will be answered relative taken
Hon. Solomon Luna, who tendered the
to the fair.
General Reld, Capt.
H. Vanow and L. G. Rosenfleld have dinner, Attorney superltendent
of the
Trelford.
nicely decorated places, as have Gra Arthur
pentnetiary.
N. Coffin and A. B
ham Brothers, the St, Elmo, tne wnite- McGaffey of John
the fair association and
Elephant, where many colored lncanW. Kelly or Las vegas.
descents make the places loom up at Harry
A band was discoursing sweet mu
night, Zelger s Cafe, and ethers.
arrival of
O Rlelly s and Ruppe's drug stores sic during the time of the
train, and at Intervals thereafter.
are decorated, the San Jose market, the
that brought the
Bemjamln, On the same train
the Economist, Welller
governor, came many from the north
the Iceberg, the Mcintosh Hardware ern
towns of the territory, and witn
Co., where a novel window decoration
who bad Just arrived from the
of electric lights catches the eye, the those
filled the verandas of the big
Globe store, Ieon B. Stern, L. Kem- -, west, to
overflowing. It was a fore
penich, W. Y. Walton. S. U. Rosen-wald- uotel
the Immense crowd of
Albert Faber, and the Golden runner ofvisitors
that will arrive durRule business houses are covered wUa ing
the week of the big fair.
bunting and American flags, and the
sight is indeed a pretty one.
The Albuquerque Pressed Brick Co., SNOW FELL NEAR SANTA FE
E. L. Washburn's store and several
others on Second street are decorated.
On Gold avenue. The Evening Citizen,
NIGHT ON MOUNTAINS
FRIDAY
building. H. Bemjamln & Co., J.
TO THE NORTHEAST OF
& Co., and several others are
THAT CITV.
also decorated.
The fair association Is desirous that
For the first time this season the
every merchant in the down tewn dis-trlct decorate his nlace of business, high mountain peaks east of Santa
were covered with snow which
making of the city one mass of Dunt-lF- e
lng, and importunes all those who have extended as far down as the timber
not decorated their stores as yet, to line. Old Baldy's head, which stands
do so before the sun rises on tne out high above the others, was en- second day of the "greatest fair cnitlrelv white, and people who were
gazing mouutainward were under the
earth."
Impression at first that clouds had
STOCKING PECOS 8TREAM
enveloped the summits. Considerable
WITH YOUNG TROUT rain has fallen during the past two
The Upper Pecos river in the vicln-- j days up In the mountains, a fact that
It y of the Valley ranch, has been well is evident by the volume or water
stocked with trout during the past In ihe river flowing through that city.

CITY IS A MASS

FAIR ON

Bumnjow

EVENING

open

asses lo MiDscriDers ana

jl

Ottutnwa, of the Iowa state league.
season for
Press Not Good on
ALBUQUERQUESANTA FE 2 Fred Ilck pltcned the pastgoes
to MinMarahaltown. Iowa, and
Albuquerque Day.
neapolis In the Western league next
year. This James CoKgrove Is the
BEST
WAS
THE
YESTERDAY'S
tnat played center field
name
GAME SEEN THIS SEASON
wi h the old timers here last month, MANY NAVAJO INDIANS ARRIVE
when the fossils were defeated by the
AT TRACTION PARK.
to 0.
Browns by a score of
enough
cnill
game
a
with
In
"Bull" Durham, "Parsons" Frantx Western Amusement C o m pa n y
in It to please the most fanat-4ca- l and "Nig"' Parrlne of the Kansas City
Arrives and AH Is In
victory Western league
team, who will
fan the locals filched
yesterKe
Centrals
from the Santa
strengtne.i the Browns through the
Readiness.
day ly sheer Rood fortune, by a tournament, arrived cn the late train
oure of 3 to 2.
last night. In tomorrow's game the
men faced Hill Nye Browns will line up about as follows:
Only tliin.y-fiv- e
At the final meeting of the fair offi
went,
McDonald, catcher; Durham, pitcher; cials, executive committee and advis1n the ten innings the (tame
came
Clancy, second ory board, held Saturday night In the
fcYantz, first base;
yet the Hrowna' blacksmith
Parrlne, third office cf
near losing because the Hrowntes be- base; Corhan, short;
McCanna, It was dehind him could r.ot get around the ba3e; Pettus. left field; Gallegos, cen- cided that everybody entering the
score
For six Innlum the
use8.
ter field; Forsyth, left field. Nye, gates of the fair grounds on Thursday,
2U,
Albuquerque Day,
Loard showed only a series of globes Kuni and Graham will play the bench. September
nd Manager Cavanaugh was about In the second game Frantz will pitch should pay their 50 cents admission,
to become exhaus'ed of those nice and Pettus will take Tils place on the including all officials of the fair, all
jiasleboard wro figures when the ice initial sack. The Brownies look like subscribers holding passes for the
rest of thi) week, all press representa
was broken by the Ancients pushing winners.
tives, and, in fact, everybody, from
over the piate by an erI. Anderson
GAMES.
SATURDAY'S
the president of the fair down.
ror, a Btolen base and two sacrifices.
The passes, which will be issued to
The Browna tied the score by CapLeague.
Natlona
tain McDonald getting to first on an
R, H. B. rubscruers fr the fair fund, and press
Pittsburg
At
only, will bear the
rror, stealing second and Graham'a Httsburg
1
4 1 representatives
fly sacrifice to left field. The visitors Cincinnati
4. 10 1 words "NOT GOOD ON THURSDAY,
20," and this rule
took another lead in the eighth "toy
Batteries Willis and Gibson; Hall SEPTEMBER
will be rigidly adhered to, no one be
W. Parsons hitting safe and scoring and Schlel.
on a sacrifice by Arcla and. a three-fcas- e
R. II. E. ing excepted.
At Boston
This action was taken to make up,
7 8 1
hit by Lopez. The locals got Philadelphia
1
6 4 s far as is possible, me aencit tnat
their second run ih the ninth by Mc- Boston
Donald getting to first by a bad
Batteries Richie and Dooln; Pfeii prevailed at the close of last year's
fair.
4 brow by Li Anderson and a two-ba- g
fer and Brown.
R. II. B.
At St. Louis
j?er by Graham, and the winning run
The Western Amusement company,
an the tenth by Clancy hitting safe, St. Louis
2 9 3 which
vm at Raton last week, ar
6 14 0 rived,
stealing second and scoring on Ca- Chicago
in the city last night, and at
Batteries Beeoe, Karger, Nooncn ; once began
ttle's fumble and bad throw of a hot
the work of putting up
Taylor and Moran.
grounder hit by Gal legos.
many
"Reckless Russell
R. H. tH their
lxpei was on the firing line for the Second game
d
bicycle high diver, will
the
0 4 4
laltora and extricated himself from St. Louis
make his thrilling dive into a
4 4 1
ome very dangerous places by heady Chicago
of shallow water tonight at .0:30
Batteries Hoggins and Marshall; tank
wtfrk
Twice the Browna got the firs4
'clock, the structure for this act hav
did
Kllng.
Overall
and
as
often
up
and
on
base
Man
on Railroad avenue,
ing been
R. II. E. between erected
At New York
the youngster from the capKal strike
First street and the Santa
6 14 1
nt the easy ones and make the hard Brooklyn
Fe tracks, where everybody can get
New York
2 11 3 an excellent view of this death-def- onea hlt-lthe air.
Batteries Strlcklett and Bergen ; ing feature act.
, The work of Umpire Hale was of
The big Egyptian
Bowerman.
the dislike of the Wiltse andgame
he kind to Incur
Illusion is housed on the vacant lot
-E.
R.
H.
Second
came
Rotten!"
opposite tae Alvarado hotel, as is the
rand stand. Rotten!
5 10 3
The other shows are
Jrom hundreds of husky throats. The Brooklyn
9 12 0
New
York
along Railroad avenue.
score.
Batteries Eason, Pastortous and scattered
That the Western Amusement com
Ratiter;, McGljnnlty,
Bresnahan and pany
Is in demand is made evident by
Santa Fe.
Htzgerald.
A
E
AB H RPO
Players
the fact that a delegation from Wins
0
2
4
0 0 6
low, Ariz., was here to interview Man
rfl. Parsons, c
American League.
ager McMillen with a view to securing
Anderson, as... 4 0 1 4 3 3
f.
H.
R.
E.
At
Cleveland
1
1
4
0 0 1
this attraction for their town next
Cable. 2b
7 13 2 month, wnen Winsicy
Cleveland
will
have
C. Anderson, 3b.... 4 0 0 1 1 1 Detroit
2
2
8
0 0 10 1 2
street fair of its own. Manager Mc
Craven, lb
.4
Mess
Bemis;
Dona
and
Batteries
Millen closed with the delegation.
4 0 0 1 0 0
Piatt. If.
hue and Schmidt.
,3 1 1 3 0 0
.W. Parsons, cf
Chicago
R.
H.E.
At
The Montezuma ball and Robin
4
0 0 2 0 1
.ArcJa. rf.
Chicago .
6 7 2 Hood park will be features of the fair
4 2 0 2 1 0 St.
Lopex. p
4 8 h that will never be forgotten by those
Louis
Batteries Owen and Roth; Smith attending. The Interior court of the
8
9
29
2
3
35
Total
and Rickey.
Alvarado hotel will be transformed
R. H.E. Into a wonderful
At Washington
bower of leauty.
'
Albuquerque.
Washington
3 9 - thousands
of
colored
incandescent
H
AB
RPO
Players
.
1
6
New York
lights being used in the decorative
1
0
6
Oirhan, as. .
Batteries Patten and Wakefield; scheme, together with Navajo rugs
5
0 2
.ICunx. rf.
Clarkson and Thomas.
and other ornaments. The ball room
1
2
5
Clancy, 2b. .
R. H.E, will likewise be decorated, and two
Second game
IT
0
1
Washington
8 2 orchestras will be engaged.
Pettus, lb. .
The ver
0 1
Gallegos, 3b.
New York
6 8
wlil be enclosed and decorated
anda
0 2
rsyth, H- Batteries Edmundson and Warner, for those who do not dance, and
2 4
McDonald, c.
Orth and Jelnow.
Harvey's Indian museum
wllL
be
0 0
R. H.E. thrown open for Inspection to all at
At Pnlladelphla
drahaui, cf.
0 1
1
9
Boston
Wye,' p. .....
tending. Toe tickets will be $5, admit
Philadelphia
3 5
ting one couple, with an additional
3
4 3 30 21 6
Batteries
inter and C. Armbrus charge of $2.50 for each extra lady.
Totals
Summary:
Bases on ball, off Nye ter; Coombs and Powers.
The work of transforming the court
R. H. E. and ball room Into glittering, dazzling
hits, Lo-nSecond game
1; off Lopex 1. Two-bas- e
0 2
Boston
McDonald, Graham. Three-bas- e
places of beauty, will begin at once
2 3
tilt, Lopex. Double plays, Craven to Philadelphia
Reservations tor rooms already made
Batteries Barry, Peterson and car- at the big ihotel indicate that many
Loner. Nye to Pettus to Gallegos.
visitors will attend
tae
Hit by pitched lall, Gallegos. Struck rigan; Dygert and Schreck
out, by Nye 3. by Lopex 5. Stolen
ball.
Western League.
48e8, D. Anderson, Clancy, Pettus,
R. H.E
At Omaha
Paul Arrlngton, of San Juan county
McDonald.
3 10
Omaha
with twenty Navajo bucks, squaws
Score by Innings:
7 13
Lincoln
and paprosses, has quartered the lat
Sanat Fe .....0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
Batteries Corns and Gondlng; Mc ter at the fair grounds. Just beyond
1
Alliuciu-rau- e
.0
tvay and Rogers.
the grand stand. Among the Indians
R. H. E. are the two pillow boxers, one of the
At Pueblo
Little Roy Corhan, robbed L. An
1 10
finest silversmiths in the Indian wilds
derson of a hit yesterday in one of Sioux City
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
13 13
and a strong man. A string of relay
the prettiest stops ever wade on the Pueblo
along.
brought
ponies
were
Some
also
Batteries
Hen
Newlln
Pettlt;
and
Traction park diamond.
2,400 pounds of fruit from San Juan
ley and Rtnnicker.
R. H. E. county has arrived als to be placed
At Denver
and
Lopez got one three-bagg8 10 6 in exhibition hall.
one double out of four timea at bat Denver
10 13
l)d Moines
yes'erday.
Batteries Bngle, Page, Zalusky and
The elegant souvenir calendar fans
Weignardt; Sessions, Wolfe and Hio- - and aluminum note books to be disTho Santa Fe orays have hired greide.
tributed by the Moet & Chandon com' i?udge" Cable, the little yellow .headpany, of Whue Seal champagne fame.
ed boy with La Vegas last year, and
will not be given away until Thurs
American Association.
J. J. Craven, the former from the At Kansas
City
day, Albuquerque Day, and White Seal
Springfield, Mo., Western association tvansas City
Champagne Day also. On that date
team, and the litter from tU West2 they will be distributed to everybody
Large Assortment of
ern .league. J. L. ZoulsUy of Denver Milwaukee
At Columbus
the distribution to take place in the
111 do the catching for the Grays.
Columbus ....
Casino in the evening.
lt
The following players are with El Louisville game
Second
John Finlayson of Sellgman, Ariz.,
Vamt and Globe:
7 bas arrived in the city with some 300
Burns, Columbus
13 pano Gordon, McCall,
0 una Ramboutllet bucks, the property
Liouisviiie
Krouse, Dugou. Jna. Jacoby, J. H.
At Indianapolis
of Edgar T. Smith, one of the best
Greenwood, Brody, Obanibertin, Indianapolis
10 known breeders of fine sheep In the
iuilght, Reardon, Kane, George, Allen,
4 southwest, also of Sellgman, which
Toledo
Burke, loanagtr.
Second game
will be on display In the animal exploGlobe (jelirand, OuwalJ, Markley,
3 it department of the fair.
Powers, Broadbeiu, Lane, Ford, Rose, Indianapolis
0
tlarsy, Crandall, Cramer, Macovlch, Toledo
At St. Paul
NOTICE OF SUIT.
bwantou, Colling, Jack Iloaa, manager.
Paul
Territory of New Mexico, County of
' The Trinidad Big Six team came In Minneapolis
Seccnd game
Bernalillo, In the District Court.
Saturday oigtit and rested up yester0
Francis J. Thibault, Plaintiff, vs. Edna
day. Steve Patrick, proprietor of the st. Paul
2
No.
M. Ross Thibault, Defendant.
1 09 North First Street
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
1ig Six restaurant and saloon ' at ui'nneaixills
7161.
Trinidad, U managing the bunch. Tl.e
GAMES.
SUNDAY'S
following players compose the "Seam:
R. H.E.
At Cincinnati
The said defendant, Edna M. Ross
ltornard, Matney, Donovan. Reid and Cincinnati
2
ti
is Hereby notified that a suit
Thibault,
Rounds,
O'Hern,
iiitchers;
1
9
St.
has
been
commenced against her by
Iul8
Iougherty
Diamond,
Currey,
(iweu,
Ewlng
Schlel
Batteries:
plaintiff,
and
Francis J. Thibault,
said
the
thirtyand Bennett. This team has
In the aforesaid court, wherein said
tihoades
and
Marshall.
t
cu-dlof
out
seven victories to l!s
divorce
R. H. E. plaintiff seeks an absolute
Second game
fojt.v-tw- o
games played.
2 4
from the said defendant, and such
St. Louis
2
5
other relief as may be equitable, on
Globe boat El Paso yesterday at El Cincinnati
McLean
the ground of the abandonment or
Batteries:
Essick
and
4,
7
Clifton
of
by
score
a
and
to
l'asu
plalntlu by defendant, and tuat unless
I'Kik flr.it money at J)eming l.y a Thompson and Noonan.
defendant enters her appearance
said
Kids
Yellow
Th
acoru of
i
i.
American League.
cause on or before the 3rd day
in
said
they
though
miners,
couldn't ba; the
R. II. E, of November. 190H, Judgment will be
At Chicago
Saturii
t.jk two r:il. l
and
2
4 0 rendered in said cause against her by
Chicago
day from Globe
0 u 1 default.
Detroit
Quigley,
In tho Cliftou bunch are
W. E. DAME,
Batteries: Altrock and Both; Sie
IJir.l'n g, n.tuiel.-.- , Cobb, Marques. Ir ver and Schmidt.
NORTHERN NEW MEXICO FAIR AND FALL FESTIVAL, LAS VEGAS.
of said court.
CUrk
win. Long, loi gwell, A.siiley, Harvey,
N. M. Rats $4.00 for the round trip.
Tickets on sale September 24 to
Attorneys
for
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R.
Moore.
At St. Louis
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'Wiill 'i iiis a u I Doiau.
0 3
plaintiff, postofflce address, Albuquer
St. IJula
27.
Return limit, September 29, 1906.
que. New Mexico.
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of the Cleveland
The. southern contingent
INTERSTATE LIVE STOCK AND HORSE SHOW. ST. JOSEPH, MO.,
First publication 'Sept. 15, 190C.
Howell and Spencer
Batteries:
this
arrived
baseball tournament
Rate $30.75 for the round trip. Tickets on sale SepSeptember
o
nun niii. In the liiiucU were about Bernhard and Clarke.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
R. H.E.
At Chicago
tember 22 to 26 inclusive. Final return limit October 1, 1906. This
Clifforty ball players, repre.M-nlin5
7
0
limit can be extended to October 15th by depositing ticket with agent
(H. E, No. 6 79 )
ton ai: J Globe. Ailz , a'ld El Paso, Chicago
1
6
Texas, and all are iiijirwrej ot the Pittsburg
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Aug
cn payment of 50 cents.
Pfelster and .Moran
Batteries:
23, 1906.
Coliliiilou hotel, 'IMi llie l.a.s Vegas
AMERICAN ROYAL LIVE STOCK SHOW, KANSAS CITY. MO., October
uj Trinidad teams The agrega-tlo- a Hlhlebrand and Peitx.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
sixty-flVKiiii-V06. Rate $30.75 for the round trip. Tickets on sale October
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altogether
aVuit
Western League
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'
settler
Rlhl'.'lcd
Thai's quite a few to
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inclusive. Return limit October 15. This limit can be extended
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of
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proof will be made before the United PlcNNIAL
MEETING, SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS,
l3 the greatest l.i.,elia!l cam v.il ever Sioux
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States court commissioner at San RaLA., October 1525, 1906. Rate $38.50 via Kansas City
ORLEANS,
NEW
tailed off ia tliu oul h ami.
Pueblo .
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fael. N. M.. on October 5, 1900. v'.z:
or Marshall, Texas.
$13.40
via El Paso and Houston
Memphis;
and
Sioux City forfeited.
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Tii l.ns Va.i tea. n U co:ii.o.-t,- l
Juan Garcia. 2.1. for the NW
ol
Dates of sale October 11 to 14 inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
and Petti
Jackson
Batteries:
8. Twp. 11 N.. R. 8 W.
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Tm limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
.tic i pji aui Dlcli,
S li inp, Stiiumel ami Renlker.
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It II. I
Second (;aiiie
'first base; Wolff,
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New Orleans and the payment cf a fee o' 50 cents, until November 30.
.,liorl Viio;i;
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third Sioux City
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f l
ba-iii ll
l Muse. Initio
f .cl.ersn,
lMiuiroz, Ramon Serna. CALL AT TICKET OFFICE for other low round trip rates on sal every
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?
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Cooking
I
Oysters
The very first essential Is tLat

the material be
Oysters have

them.

But take Sealshlpt Oysters from the Patent Carriers and almost any old kind of a cook can get up a dish that will taste good
because under the Sealshlpt Carrier method of shlppi

Sealshlpt Oysters are good raw, delicious fried, fine

Wt receive Sealshlpt Oysters fresh daily.

Mail Orders Given Careful Attention

There's Work for you
in California....
All classes of labor may

find steady employment
in San Francisco.
h
wages; higher than
eastern scale. Perfect
climate. Construction work possible at a season
when it ceases elsewhere. Invest $25.00 in a
railroad ticket on sale via Santa Fe, every
day until October 31, 1906, inclusive.

V

Top-notc-

r.

Illustrated leaflet showing
rate of wages, free to those

r. PURDY,

Agent,

Atchisoa, Topeka & Santa Ft By., Albuquerque

who apply to

A. V. TEGMER
M

Contractor and Builder
Outside Building Orders Solicited and Work
Guaranteed
First-Clas-

m

s.

suouaueraue, n. at.

References Given

M

S

O00OO0D0000DO000

Colonist Rates to
California and the

Work

Northwest...

JUST RECEIVED.

Second Class Colonist Tickets will be sold to

all principal points on the A. T.

W. Bennett, Proprietor

24-2-

stews,

family will praise your cooking.

Mexican Drawn

Rates

in

Give them Sealshlpt Oysters in some form and every member ol' the

v

J

full flavor

soups, in pies, Btmctoered, scalloped, good any way you want them.

au-nu-

THE OLD CURIO STORE

Mexican and Indian Goods
and Curiosities

- the

and taste of the Oyster Is fully retained.

I

er

will make

y

n

02
13

r

Ret up a dish thst Is fit to eat from the soggy, "doped," wlsly-washOysters shipped in the dirty wooden tubs, all the taste and flayer of
such Oysters have been utterly sapped and drained before you get

j

0000010

fla-vo-

the dish sattcfyng and appetiz
ing. The best of cooks cannot

1

ea

that the

thj Utte, the

and quality that

Bor-radai-

--

good,

& S.

F., and

Southern Pacific Railways, in California, at

rate of $25.00.

For other rates and full

in-

formation, call at the Santa Fe ticket office.
T.

E. PURDY,

Agent
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PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

0
0
0

RELIEVES PAIN.

Hot

BUILDS

UP THE SYSTEM.

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES i.:dney AILMENTS.

Springs

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

O

d

s

1

;

.:

Cos-Kriiv-

;

:

Hi-.-

i

ii

.

In-.-

Innilia-Lincol-

.

ACCOMMODATIONS

FAYWOOD,
New Mexico

FIRST

CLASS.

Set Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty day.

C'00000000CCK0C00000
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

EVENING

CITI7EH

AND

5

2

GET TBE KEWS

'ALE OQUERQUE

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1906.

READ

WRITE AND

Complete House Furnishing
IS OUR SPECIALTY
Carpet 30c and up
Rockers $1.25 and up
Iron Beds $2.90 and up

Pillows 60c and up
Comforts $1.25 and up
Toilet Sets $2.90 and up
Blankets 90c and up

'

EVENING CITIZEN.

PAGE

A QUESTION !

SPEAK ENGLISH!

NEW NATURALIZATION
LAWS ARE
MUCH MORE RIGID THAN
THOSE
WHICH
ARE
IN FORCE.

csrr

J.

'OV

Vehicles
.AND,

Mr. Wage Earnerl What is your most valuable asset?
Is it not youi time? When sick or disabled your
wages soon stop and expenses are increased. Insure
your time as well as your life in the Pacific Mutual

New naturalization
laws go into
effect on September 27, which make'
It much more difficult for aliens to become citizens of this country. A copy
of the new law has been received by
Odd Size Window Shades Made to Order a specialty
A $2,000.00 policy provides
local court fnotals.
t2.000.00
in case of death.
The most radical change is the onei
1200.00. per year for ten years in case of total disability.
requiring that applicants be able to;
$10.00 per week when disabled by accident.
read, write and speak the English
language at the time of thir applica$10.00 per week sick benefit.
tion for first papers. Under the presLoan values commencing second year.
ent naturalization law It has been sufCash or paid-u- p
Insurance at end of 10, 15, or 20 year
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
ficient that the applicant could write
Cor"woVtmmZZTZf
period.
his own name, ihe new requirements
Total cost, age 25, only $46.30.
will be universally favored and will,
Other amounts In same proportion.
mean a higher class of citizens from
For particulars address or see
foreign lands.
The new law will apply alike to
educated and uneducated foreigners.
B. SCH WEN TICK It ,
Tnere will
no exceptions and all
Mmnogor tor Mow Mom loo mnd North
Arlaonm
must comply with the requirements
Room x, N. T. Armllo Bldg.
Write For
which state tha the applicant muBt
read, white and speak the Englisn
rkv. moLLir
mrttMON
language.
As those who take out their papers
A NEW SHOW EVERY WEEK.
before September 27 come under the
"Pure religion and undented before "I will do it." And when she had present Immigration laws, requiring
It,
touched
the
she
asked
father
that
at th
visit
God and the Father la this. To
Manager Davis, of the Penny Par- Champion Grocery and Meat Market
look and see whether or not she had only the writing of the applicant's
afby
name
la
It
likely
their
in
himself.
widows
that
and
the fatherless
lor, 216H South Second street, ansoiled her glove, and the reply was. naturalization
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
will be lively nounces a change of program, new
fliction and to keep himself unspotted "Just the least bit."
"Now, my during the nextbusiness
A choice line of Imported Goods Ditwo
weeks.
songs
every
pictures
Saturnew
and
daughter,"
1:27.
father,
however
said
the
James
world."
from the
The procedure for an alien who day morning. A whole show for a
rect from Italy.
Subject "A Religion That Needs lightly you may attend the ball to- desires to become a citizen of tilts pennr.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
night,
your
just
so
will
beautiful
far
country Is to announce
Saving." Since religion Is the leading
desire to
Remember, we handle the best
character be defiled, the become naturalized and his
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlor, No.
word in the text, from which and to Christian
to renounce
and a full line of choice gromaking
your
of
which
has
cost
mother
allegiance to his former sovereign. He 209 West Railroad avenue, It pre- meats
which all arguments point, a knowlceries.
edge of the word religion as It is used and I thousands, of prayers, perhaps, is then required to wait five years be- pared to give thorough acalp treatLOMMORI & MATTEUCCI.
citizen. ment, do hair dressing. tr-- t corns,
in this connection is necessary as a and many tears, but, go If you want fore becoming a
prerequisite ta a better understanding to." The simple illustration was to The renouncing of Allegiance to for- bunlona and Ingrowing nails. She
her a sermon that went right home to eign soverign brought out a pecul- gives massage treatment and manicur- White House Restaurant and
of the arguments that follow.
St. James does not argue that there the heart. She bade her company iar state of affairs several months ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
Lodging House
good-bywent again to her room and ago, when a Norweigan stated that of complexion cream builds up the
was any lack of religion at the time
IN
of this writing, but his argument is falling upon her face, thanked God he wished to become an American. skin and Improves the complexion, MEALS AT ALL HOURSBAR
CONNECTION.
The applicant was puzzled about re- and is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
founded on a lack of pure religion. for a Christian father.
No. 09 South First Street.
"Before God and the Father." There nouncing his aneglance because at She also prepare! a hair tonic that
There has ever been enough religion
Opposite Santa Fe Depot.
In the world to have saved the entire is an Implied meaning In this double that time Norway had no ruler. The cures and prevents dandruff and talr
human family, if all of it had been naming of the judge before whose tri- applicant solved the difficulty by re- falling out; restores Ufa to dead hair;
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.
pure. All people have religion of bunal the purity of all religions is nouncing allegiance to the govern- removes moles, wart and superfluous
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
some kind. When God created man daily tested, that guarantees Justice ment of Norway.
cure and pimple cure and pile cure. The New York Saloon and
He created him with a moral nature, In each case. It does not read pure
All of these preparations are pureiy
Well Worth Trying.
Rooming House
and endowed him with moral facul and defiled religion before men or anW. H. Brown, the popular pension vegetable compounds. Have just adties; hence, it is natural for man to gels, but "before God and the Fath315 South 8econd Street.
worship something. To And a man er." God, who looks into the heart attorney, of Plttsfleld, Vt.. says: Next ded a vibrator machine for treatment
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
who was not thus inclined would e and knows the thoughts of man afar to a pension, the best thing to get is of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. One Block
Is
From Depot and Two
It
rheumatism,
pains
writes;
also
for
used
Dr.
King's
Life
Pills. He
New
to find a man out of harmony with off, can not be mistaken in his sincerBlocks From Postoffice.
"They keep my family in splendid and massage
the human race. This applies to men ity.
P. 2ITO, Proprietor.
who are enlightened as well as to the
"To visit the fatherless and widows health." Quick cure for Headache,
Stop at Moon Studio and see our
25c.
heathen. Approach men of culture on In their afflictions." The word "visit", Constipation and Biliousness.
new stock of picture moulding pur- THE ELITE
ROOMING HOUSE
the subject of religion, and if you as it is used in this connection means Guaranteed by all druggists.
chased by Mr. N. L. Kemmerer. We
press your subject you will And that more than to make a social call. The
first-clas-s
only
do
framing.
work
in
RAILhOAD NOTES.
they will refer you to some good trait words, "in their affliction." convey the
NEAR POSTOFFICE AND DEPOT
in their character upon which they idea of rendering service to tiiera as
A wreck In which the pilot 'of a
lean, with at least a faint hope of well as relieving their affliction as far locomotive was knocked off and an
No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
final salvation, If you can get them to as possible. Many of the visits to the empty freight car demolished occur-stc- k
deal honestly with you. One says:
and helpless are but a nuisance.' red the other afternoon at Clark Hill,
D.
E. GALLOWAY, Manager.
"I visit the sick and do what I can to st. James is authority for the truth of ;on the Santa Fe Central railway. A it is the first one hundred
I
suffering."
relieve their
And this is this statement.
He says:
"If a heavy freight train had been divided dollar that counts. When a man
true, we find some sinners to he brother or sister be naked, and des- - Into two sections on account of the
among the first at the bedside of the titute of food, and one of you say unto steep Incline, and in going down the
has saved his first hundred dollars,
No. 111 North First
sick, and just as attentive as any them. "Oennrt In tipapp ha va varmPil hill iha onirino prnahpfl intn fha Ho.
he has more than Just the mere DINELLI & LENCIONI, Street
Proprietor.
Christian could be. Another says, "I and Milled ; notwithstanding ye give tached section before It could be stop- dollars. He has learned valuable WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
give of my goods to help the poor, and them not those things which are need ped. No further damage was done.
principles which will aid him to Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
I can't see why I should he cut off." ful for the body, what doth it profit?"
Put Up for Travelers.
It was rumored some time ago that
secure other hundreds of dollars.
And this is even true. There are sinIn other words, what good do kind
Rooma By Day, Week or Month.
No words, when a poor fellow is starving the Southern Pacific railroad company
ners that are very charitable.
Then, too, he ha capital. That first
intended to build a line to Cananea
Christian could be more so. A third for food or dying of cold?
hundred will be put to work and
PIONEER BAKERY
' one says, "I deal honestly with m
Southern Pacific enI was sitting in frontof a store In from Falrhank.
8IMON BALLING, Proprietor.
will earn him more dollars. The
fellows. I meet my obligations." an Alabama village once', talking with gineers have surveyed that country
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
possibilities of the use to which
And this is a noble trait of character, a company of gentlemen,
when a and according to reliable authority,
capital can be put, are numerous WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
for religion can start from no lower farmer walked up with a sad expres- have decided to run their line very
platform than that of honesty. Others sion on his face. I stepped forward, close to the Huachuca mountains.
and endless.
say, "We expect to enter the kingdom giving my hand and said. "Why do The course from Falrbank to Cananea
We desire patronage and we guarOpportunities come to the man
which has been selected, according to
of God, on simple faith." But James you seem sad this morning?" His re- report,
antee first class baking.
capital
with
almost in a straight line
that do not come to 207 South First
tells us that this would be Impossible. ply was: "My horse died last night." and willis necessarily
Street. Albuquerque.
traverse ground
him who does not have it. New
He declares that "faith without Said I, "Oh, how sorry 1 am;" and
by
on
nun.
died
different
Bisbee
gentleman
works is dead."
each
fields for safe Investment open up
expressed his sorrow
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
The heathens have their gods, as they talked with him. And when
continually. It is a good plan to
The appointment of J. L. Dunley to
suwe
ignorance
they
in
were all seated the passage above be superintendent
their
which
and
of terminals at
deposit your extra dollars in the LIVERY. SALE, FEED AND TRANSperstition worship constantly, and the quoted came into my mind, appealing San Francisco is announced by the
FER STABLES.
regularly. You will be sur- Horses and Mules
bank
fact that they are so devotional is an to me In this manner: "What good Santa Fe officials. Mr. Dunley, who
Bought and Exmorar
prised
grow.
how
savings
evidence of their
cast of mind, have all of these kind words done has been freight agent in San Franchanged.
That the that poor fellow, who has a sick wife cisco, will have Jurisdiction over the
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
and religious capabilities.
heathen is devotional we may infer and six helpless children?"
Said I, San Francisco terminals, Point Rich- THE BANK OF COMMERCE Second Street, between Railroad and
from what St. Paul said while in Ath- when I had repented of my first at- mond, Ferry Point, and all floating
Copper Avenue.
n
ens. He said: "For as I passed by, tempt at consoling the
NEW MEXICO
equipment. A. G. Compton formerly ALBUQUERQUE,
and beheld your devotions, I found an farmer: "Pardon me, brother, if I give chief clerk of the freight office in
altar with this inscription, 'To the Un- you $5 to help buy you another iMa Angeles has been appointed to be
William' Indian File
SDr.
cure Hllnd,
THE CELEBRATED
known God." '
horse." The other gentlemen follow- freight agent at San Francisco sucE
and
Itching
A religion that needs saving.
The ed suit, and in less time than two ceeding Mr. Dunley.
Plica. It abaorhMbe tumors.
iluya tha llctiiuK at once, acta
forms of religion .already mentioned, hours we had the farmer on his way
a poultice, e:ri Instant ra.
with many others, need saving. We home rejoicing, and with a better
WAS A VERY SICK BOY
I iff. Dr. WilllumH'JuilianPile
II
mean by this that such actions can horse than he had lost.
II Ing ment in nrenarol for lilen.l Oint
It. h.
of the private purls. Kerj boi la
Cured by Chamberlain's
Colic,
not have any moral value for the act"And
to keep himself unspotted ButCholera
y ariwKtx, ry mull on rewarranted.
and Diarrhoea Remedy.
or if the one thus acting be a sinner, from the world." Of course St. James
of priT. M eenta and fl.WI. UflLLMMS
"When my boy was two years eld ceipt
MANUFelCTURING
except that, such actions may lead him does not undertake to define religion
C9.. 1'ropa. nevelanu.
to a knowledge of sins forgiven. .Paul abstractly, for there are many things he had a very severe attack of bowel
FOR
BY 8. VANN & SON.
SALE
complaint, but by the use of ChamsSys, "Though I bestow all of my not mentioned here that come In
the berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
goods to feed the poor," and have not line of Christian duty. But he does
Bottled In Bond.
.,..
r
the love of God In the heart, "it prof-itet- h
.,i
.m. .icai. iwu ui .v
me must,
gay8 Maggie Hickox of Midland, Mich,
nothing."
important duties belonging to the
remedy can be depended upon in
and CURE
LUNC8
Some people argue that if a man Christians work, charity and purity, This most
severe cases. Even cholera
believes he is right the fuct of his be- Lhanty has to do with the service we the
is cured by it. Follow the
lieving makes him right. And that owe others, while purity has to do infantum
WITH
plain printed directions and a cure is
Distillers.
God, seeing that he does believe it, with the duties we owe to
ourselves.
certain.
druggists.
by
For
sale
all
FRANKFORT, KY.
under the clause of "taking the will We owe to others the charity of our
for the deed" that God, too, agrees hearts and to ourselves the purity of
r.
AND WOMEN.
with him that he is right and has the life. We, owe to ourselves that puriVt It m u for go oatnr!
recording angel to so record it. Ac- ity of life that will keep us unspotted
F X tm I to
0NSUMPTI0N
..
Pries
MELINI & EAKIN
i.ar
aatiuoa,
cording to this argument, God's Intel- from the world. A religion thus pure aVy (i.trftcirt. Vt
Itiltufia ui ul tiicu
OUGHSasa
60c a $1.00
nrtrttr..
FORIJ
til CI brDft.
Bi'lloU
ligence musi, in obedience to man's is an argument for good that the
Sole Agents.
J
raauca.
OLDS
Free Trial.
ta:u,a and no- - Mtrip
ignorance, admit that a thing Is right world can not gainsay and will stand l7lTKtvmCfiii-i;Hui or pofotiutia.
Albuquerque,
N. M.
old by lrntUta,
when He knows it Is wrong. If such the test when the moon is waning,
Surest and Quickest Cur for all
Automatic Phone, 199.
or tht io ra:i wrapper,
LUNQ
TROUBTHROAT
were true it would destroy the mean- stars falling and this world is being
and
tT iprM, prr-adfor
00. or I bottle $2.75.
ing of the divine government and destroyed bv fire.
LES, or MONET BACK.
Clxculftx aaj.4
rwiuaaU
force God to become a slave to man's
Ignorance. No, God In His wisdom
has provided letter things through
His Son. When the blood of Christ
has been applied "the wayfaring man, m
though a Tool, need not err." if any
man will do His will," says the Master, "he shall know of the doctrine,
whether It be of God or of man.
Pure religion and undented. We H
learn that religion may be defiled,
svxi
after having been pure. And there H
are two ways by which pure religion
may be defiled, positive and negative.
We are to keep the commandment,
"Thou shalt," as well as the one,
Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Ell. EN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUER-IU"Thou shalt not." The purity of our H
II. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
religion may he defiled,
either by H
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of
Fe
liH (IF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
commission of sin or by omission of
H
CHICAGO,
14.BT
AND
FROM
KANSAS
WEST
duty. The fact of religion being pure,
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
makes it l.ut the easier 10 soil. It ia B
AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES.
represented as being pure as gold, H
after having passed through the reEASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
finer's fire and as white as snow. "1
PASO AND TEXAS.
counsel thee to buy of me gold tried H
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
in the fire, that thou niavest le rich,
140 FEET. LAID OCT WITH BROAD 80 AND
and while raiment, that thou mayest B
STREETS. WITH AU.EYS 2f FEET WIDE.
be clothed."
B
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
This story is told of an only daughAND GRAND
TREES; PUBLIC
OLD SHADE
ter of Godly parents. She was per- B
M
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING llfi.000; CHURCHES;
suaded by her young friends to attend
a ball one evening, provided her
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
friends would gel the consent of her B
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESfather and mother. Her friends went B
TABLISHMENTS; THE BEI.EN PATENT ROLLER
to her home to ask that she go. The
CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
Max.
mother left it with the father. The
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
father consented that she could go, B
HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
provided she would grant . him one B
VTdCL. FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
small request, which, he assured her,
.11 CENTRAL NEW
MEXICO.
would not be hard to do. She agreed B
ITS IMPORTANCE
4H
GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
hthI repaired to her room to dress for B
IDS HEAR FU1URE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
the ball. While she was away the W
father drew a charcoal from the fire.
And when she returned to the father's
room with her hands gloved in white,
JOHN BECKER, P.es.
t U SOS 09
WM. BERGER, Sec'y.
the father said: "Da'.gliter. my.
8 that yoti touch that charcoal
with your i: loved finger, just as lightly B
ns possible." She ask.d:
'Fat her.
why do you want me to do that, fur
It does seem o silly?" Hut, saij she.

Stoves

all prices

Harness
at Reduced
Prices.

the habit

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

EMMONS

The Furniture Man

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Cornar Flrtt mtntt and Tflura

r.

"A Religion That Needs Saving"

EVaTW

Albuquerque

Foundry and

.

Avenmrn

Machine Works

.

. HALL, froprlotor
Iron and Brass Casting; Ore, Coal and Lumber

ar

Pulleys, Grade
Bulldlnca.

JUST RECEIVED

Cam; laaftUsa
Ban, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa rroate
fat

mopolro on Mlnlnn mmd Mill Mmchlnory m Bpoolmlt,
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Aitraqaarfaa,

k. U.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Batldlng SappUgg

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

e,

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

We hare received a car load of Lightning presses and In order to aeD
them Tight out we will make a rery low price, based on epot cash cost tout and car load freight

Men who know, say

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

J.

Rico Hotel and Bar

j

Wholesale and Retail, Albngnerqag

& CO..

KORBER

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

THIRD STREET

Thos. F. Keleher

Moat Market

OILS, VARNISHES
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
Fresh and Salt Meata.
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, otc. Pal- All Kinds of Sausage
Factory.
8tasm
metto Root Paint; lasts Are years and
EMIL KLEINWORT.
stops leaks. Caen paid tor Hide and
Masonlo Building, North Third Street,
Pelts.
408 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
PAINTS,

AND

O. A. SLEYSTHR

W. E.

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

u

i.

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

with Kaaoe

Dr. King's

11

Next to Walton's drug store.
Third street.

!

Bout

0. W. Strong's Sons

RANKIN

&.

Torl

000sK0)Ce000sJ
o ooexsoeoso
oososo

n
u

Its Location

COME

E.

CM API

riitE

INSURANCE.

Mutual Building aseoet'
Hon. Office at 217 West RaUroe
avenue.
Secretary

UNDER TA KERS
Superintendents
Falrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
N. Second

M.

and

MONUMENTS
S01--

St, Both Paeaes.

DRAGOIE

i
Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobaecsy W
All Kinds of Fresh Meat,
200 North Broadway, corner of Wi
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. H

n

Railway

Company Ate Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

provement Co.

i

u

et

a
c

00s0ocC0rC
0eocsoceKKe)
A

Future

The Belen Town and Improvement

0

n

TO HELEN, H. M,
Santa

lfSOocoe)0'ooos)ocoeiooosj
0OSK00KOSOCOSK
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Im-

CO.

E. WALKER,

Am

r

v

St

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Bay,
Grain and FueL
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place yonr orders lot
this line with ns.
NORTH THIRD 8TRBHT.

n

n

First

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

STRONG BLOCK.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

rr-,- U

Mauger.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
LOANS.
General Repair Shop.
Automatic phone 461.'
gaso
Furniture packed and crated;
Room 10, N. T. Armllo Building.
line and gas stoves repaired.

How Discovery

PJ--

&

Office, 115 North

L. H. SHOEMAKER

KILL the COUCH

thi

MAUGER

WOOL

INSURANCE,

heart-broke-

10)11

j j

j

Railway Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

U

n
u
n
A
n

n.

H-

B
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL. WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD.
S,

H
H

n

n

a

u

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

B
U

n
n
H

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

B
B
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, PACK
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EUHT.

PERSONAL
WESTRAlLROADAVQr

Ike Holznian and . A aw of Silver
City are In the city.
W. K. Marnion, a prominent slock-ralser

Honest Leather Wins!
x

The watchword. "Nn'hlng'Wit Uv best material in our shoes," will
of o,ir l)iisines9. But this Is not all. We
alvfays govern
pay Just as much aUcnUn to the style and finish of every pair of
Furthermore we are backing up
ns we do to their quality.
this stntmiftit 'with our Kuarantee or jour money refunded if a pair
The new Fall and Winter
of our shoes fain o) give satisfaction.
shoes are now ready fir jour In

.,

.

MEN'S DRESS SHOES.
MEN'S WORK SHOES

.

$2.50 TO

4.00

TO

3.00

TO

5.00

TO

3.50

WOMEN'S HIGH SHOES
WOMEN'S LOW SHOES

60c. TO

WOMEN'S FELT SHOES AND SLIPPERS
SHOES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

1.00 TO

1.75

old-time- rs

2.50

AND CONDIMENTS.

SAUCES

When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are aure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure toe best manufactured.
e find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
io. 118 and

12J South Second

street.

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

September
who visits Albuquerque during Fair week, which begins Street
The
Second
South
110
at
atore,
located
to
our
visit
17th.
irst, it is the uost attractive
Arch Front lor at least two reasons.
there
store of its class in the Sontawest. 8econd, visitor will find plainly
a stock unsurpassed n quality with the watchword Courtesy wishing
visible in every department. Do not fail to drop in whether
to purchase or not.

Co.

Hkkox-Maynar- d

Leading

New Mexico's

Jewelers
STREET.

SOUTH SECOND

THE ARCH FRONT.

GO.

HARDWARE

ALBUOUEROUE

-

or

"We Want Everybody"

The

of taguiia. arrived In the city
last nlnht.
JelT Loach, a prominent citizen of
I. as Vegas, In her on a l.ty off taking
i.i he twites of he city.
R. M. Turner, the dllr!ct attorney
of Grunt county who does things, is
in the city taking n - e fair.
Regular meeting of Alamo Hive No.
1 tomorrow afternoon
at Odd Fellows'
hall. A full attendance Is requested.
Chris. Nelson and Harry Fluke,
popular young men from Douglas,
Ariz., are in the city for the fair.
E. A. Clemens, a prominent stock
man from the Magdalena district, is
lu the, city to remain during the fail.
Edward Hart, tlie well known hard
ware merchant and hanker of Gallup,
Is In the city and will remain a few
days.
Hun. C'has. K. Easley, a prominent
Knight of Pythias of Santa Fe, Is in
the metropolis attending the Grand
Lodge.
Henry Neuniau of Guam, one of the
of the Zunl mountain dis
trict, is In the city taking In the
sights.
Colonel G. V. Prichard of White
Oaks, N. M., is iu the metropolis attending the Hood Goads and other
conventions.
Juan N. Sanches of Cubero, N. M.,
s in the city for the purpose of
the Sheep and Wool Growers'
convention.
Oapt. W. C. ReUI, the New Mexico
attorney general, accompanied Gov
ernor Hagerinan to the city last night
form Santa Fe.
Ed Newcomer, secretary
of the
penitentiary, Is down from the capi
tal mingling among his many Albu
querque friends.
Miss Lucy Becker of Belen passed
through the city this morning en route
to Chicago, where sne will atund
choc 4 this winter.
Stated session of Pilgrim Commandery, No. 3, this eenlng at 8 clock.
W. Elder, Eminent Commander. J.
Ferger, Recorder.
merchant
A. C. Abeytla, general
of Socorro, is regis
and
tered at the Alvarado. Mrs. Abeytla
accompanies Mr. Abeytla.
Peter Kitchen, who conducts one
of the largest saloons in Gallup, Is
among a large number of Carbon City
people taking In the fair.
Antonio J. Ortiz, sheriff of Santa Fe
county. Is lu the city, and Is receiving
courtesies at the hands of
Thos. o. Hubbell, of this county.
Hon. Morgan Llewellyn, the tall sy
camore who presides ever the surey-o- r
gentral s office at Santa Fe, Is here,
and will take In trie big fair for a fewI

"

days.

n

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

HARDWARE

HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING

n

TINN1NC5

CITIZEN.

active member of the Now Mexico
SffHoela t ion attending the
convention of the profession, being
held In the city.
John March of Estancla is in the
city with the Torranc county fruit
and agricultural exhibit. The exhibit
Is composed of everything that grows
from pumpkins, up and down, and
has some fruit In it that would put
Missouri products to shame.
Mrs. H. S. Stevens of 215 .Marquette avenue received a telegram
last night announcing that her brother had been accident ally slio'- - at Des
Moines, Iown. and left this morning
for his bedside. The telegram did
not state how the accident occurred
JoHepii Harneti returned to the city
Saturday nljdit. and cm the same train
came the Harnett string of race
horses. All. are comfortably quartered at the fair grounds, and n'iy ne
counted on taking down some of the
Juicy purses hung up by the fair association.
Mrs. Joan I.. Zimni rmm, who recently returned from California, arrived last evening accompanied by her
husband, who iv attending the Grand
roads convenLodge K. of P, the K
tion and last hut not least the niei ting
the "new territorial democratic convention.
Colonel Ralph E. Twltchell, Las
Vegas' booster, Is down from the
Meadow City to attend the Sheep and
Wool Growers' and Good Roads conventions." The colonel will incidentally be a loud rooter for the boys In
blue, when the Meadow City ball boys
are on the diamond.
This morning at 7:30 o'clock in the
old church of San Felipe de Nerl occurred the marriage ceremony of
Duran and Miss Sn..fta Romero,
two well known young people of Old
Albuquerque. A banquet and dance is
scheduled to take place tonight in
honor of the event.
C. A. Anient, who years ago was
proprietor of the Armijo hotel in this
ity, which was destroyed by fire
nder other management is in the city
and will remain a few days, after
which he will proceed on to his home
t Deming. Mr. Ament has been to
South Dakota on business.
J. E. Helwig, formerly ot Albuquer
que but now with the E. B. Welsh
company of El Paso, Is in the city
islting his mother, Mrs. F. J. Helwig,
of 1017 South Fourth street. The E.
B. Welsh company is now engaged in
building three hotels for the El
and Mr. Helweg has
charge of the work.
Gustave Becker, general merchant
Springerville, Ariz., arrived from
the south this morning. Mr. Becker
had been on a business trip to south
ern Arizona, and intended attending
o business at Magdalena today, but
he Pullman porter forgot to wake
him this morning at Socorro, so that
Is how it happened that he is here.
William Mcintosh, the "Dad" of the
Melntosh-Browns,
arrived last night
from his headquarters ranch in the
Estancla valley, and will remain
throughout the week to see what his
Brownies can do, and at the snme
ime attend the Sheep and Wool
Mr. Mcintosh
Growers' convention.
s one of the largest sheep owners In

emhalimrs'

LOCAL AND

X 314

EVENING

VISITORS TO
ALBUQUERQUE
Learnard & Lindemann

D0lr

Pianos and Music

GO.

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

THE

MITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds. Walcnea, Jwdrj, Cut GlaM. Clocka, Silverware.
A SQUARE DEAL.
ad jtuarLt
jour ira-l-

I 4

tr 'tr ir

T

fr Hr If
--

fc

4

4 44 4

We la vita

4

are Receiving

fc

ANQ BOYS'

4- -

Nw HnnrQ t

Men s Suits
$10 to $30
1

IV

Wmtt Coltt

This Label Stands for 52 Years
of Knowing IIow
.

KISS

FALL

Bunting

E. L. WASHBURN CO. IU

PAN AGON TPOUJC:S S3. OO TO $7. OO. WALKOVER 93. SO AND 94. OO SHOES

MEN

WEARABLES

SPLENDID

IN

THE

HERE,

TO

VISITORS

STORE THEIR

TOWN,
USE OUR

TO

MEET

WRITING

AND PUBLIC TELEPHONE.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

& Zearing
Speelman
West Gold

Avenue
205
Furniture, Stoves, Enameledware,
Glassware, Carpets and Linoleum

the piece only.

Grunsfeld

THEIR

OF

SIMON STERN,

3c per yard
by

IN

FRIENDS

STORE

THIS

WHILE

DISPLAY

Bros,

Special Prices on Dishes for this week.

115 NORTH FIRST STREET
AUTOMATIC PHONE 846

COLORADO PHONE 74

Hotel Tableware, Restaurant Supplies
Kitchen Utensils, Ranges and Enamel Ware
Laundry Supplies, Wringers, Tubs, Washing Machines,
Wash Boards, Wash Boilers, Buckets, etc.

i

Butcher- - Knives- - Saws - Cleavers - Steels

I

SHELF HARDWARE SADDLERY
m

i

Agents Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

J

Whitney Company
Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
40 1, 403 North First Street

H3, i 15, U7 Sooth First Sireet

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
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' Ladies of the Maccabees" will
4iv. a ball In Colombo hall, on north

Scond street. Wednesday. Sept.
Ji per couple.

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY

19.

TIciiH's,

Successors to E. J. POST

o

Ak for JAFFA'S
take

KRACK
no other.

KREAM

R.R.

fOCGHT,

M
M

See Display

M

N

M
M
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food
P

Compartment

Vfj
j If

215 West Rallroao Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,
H

M
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OurWindow

EXCHANGED

Association Offleo
Transactions
Guarantood

COM FAN Y

Sole Asents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

?

AND

&

M

M

B A MB ROOK BROB., Propm.
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
' Sadie" for mountain parties and
Th-: special rates on week days.
No. 112 John St.
Auto Phon 604.
TICKETS

4

THE

HEADQUARTERS

DESK

Red, White and
Blue, the Official
Fair Colors.

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY

BlochClothes-- f

LARGEST

THE CHOICEST GOODS

ARE AT LIBERTY TO MAKE

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
4

THE

OF

STORES OF THE SOUTHWEST.

APART FROM

Tonight, opening of big tent skat-In- i!
link. Fourth and Railroad. New
hka!f, new floor, largest floor space.
Toninlu.
n
your
GENTLEMEN Order
suit
now and be well dressed fair week.
Two thousand fall samples to Belect
from.
Tailoring Agency,
Nettleton
111 Soir.n Third street.

Ask to see the
famous Stein- -

ONE

IS

OF HOME AND FOREIGN MARKETS.

Th-.-

BREAD and

almost daily and as the best known makes of reliable merchandise are always to
be found here we ask you to inspect our lines very thoroughly before buying.

IT
M

BIG

ITS STOCKS EMBRACE

Don-acian- o

son

4--

CLOTHING STORE ONE OF
INTERESTING SIGHTS OF THE ME- -

VERY

TROPOLIS.

1

C' T. Brown, the Socorr mining
man, was in the city Saturday night New Mexico.
a few hours while en route home from
Do you wear alippers? We have an
a business trip to California and Na- excellent line of men's opera slippers
vada.
black or tan with hand turned soIe3
Nathan Barth, who has a large at 1.50. One, two or three strap Sansheep herd ranging in the vicinity of dals in VIcl Kid or Patent Kid for woGrant, is in the city, an Interested at men range from $1.E0 to $3.00. Our
tendant upon the sheep growers' con fur trimmed felt Julietes in red, green,
ventlou.
lack or brown are the celebrated
Miss Ethel Levy, daughter tf Mr. Uolgevllle make and cost $1.25 and
and Mrs. J. F. Levy, is in the city 1.50. C. May's shoe store. 314 West
from El Paso, and will be the guest Railroad avenue.
during the week of her aunt, Mrs.
WANTED
A goat, with harness, for
Louis Trauer.
use In parade on Thursday. Address
manager
of
Railston,
for
oue
Cole
M. PI., The Citizen office.
the largest cattle companies running
Furnished
rconitf" for fair visitors.
cattle In the Oatll mountains
county, is in the city, taking iu Call upstairs over J. W. Anderson's
the big doings, and expects to remain grocery store, east Railroad avenue.
the week out.
Texas Carlsbad Mineral water is a
and specific for constipation. For sale by
II. A. Jastro, vice president
general manager of the Albuquerque all gncccrs and druggists. Samples and
company,
Traction
returned this testimonials at W. V. Futrelle's. lib
morning from a visit to the ranches West Coal avenue.
of the Victorio Land & Cattle comMerritt & White's new tent skating
pany near Engle.
riuk opens tonight. Maple floor,
Hon. and Mrs. A. N. Gaddis of areat in southwest; new skates, all
Kingman, Ariz., are among the promsizes. Opens tonight.
inent Arizonans taking: in the fair.
Going to the mountains Sunday? We
Mr. Gaddis Is one of the most influ
ential joint statehood advocates of will loan you a folding pocket kodak.
Houston, 205 West Railroad avenue.
ttie sister territory.
o
A. E. Roulller, a prominent cattle
Drink Texas Carlsbad Mineral water
man from central New Mexico, is from the Pal Pinto well. For sale by
among the fair visitors. He says that all grocers and druggists. W. V. Fu- cattle of his district were never in trelle agent, 116 West Coal avenue.
better condition since he came to the
WHY PLANT THE SEED VAR
southwest, twenty years ago.
IETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
L. B. Prince and wife
ORCHARD
SEEDLESS
APPLE"
and William B. Prince and wife, AT
SMALL COST?
N. W. ALGER,
prominent people or Santa
tv, are
among the fair visitors iu the city. 124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.
The governor will he a speaker before
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
tne good roads convention tomorrow. BREAD and take 'no other.
sheep
David Farr, a prominent
W. H. Hogle, six yeara in the dec
grower of Magdalena. is in the city
orating
department of Marshall Field,
to attend the New Mexico Sheep and
Stacy & Co.,
after the
Wool
which fair.withIf you are going until
Growers' convention,
in the big par- convenes at the Commercial club to ado, have Stacy do your
and
morrow morning. Mr. Farr is accom decorating. Floats designed signs built.
and
pauied by his family and expects to ONLY UNION
SIGN
SHOP IN
remain till the end of the week.
TOWN.
Clarence Cilery, member of the
If yuu are a lover of clean sport
Roswell city council and a prominen
unuertaiter or me Pecos valley, is ei you had better not overlook the
wrestling match at Elks' theater
Thursday evening. Tickets at Mat- -

4 4 4

WILL FINO THIS
THE

.

ALCUOUERQUE

In

NEW MEXICO
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